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of the constitutional amendment. It must be noted, howevers, t
division 1 (b) of that amendment provides:
*The legislature, two-thirds of all of the members elect4,
to each of the two houses voting in favor thereof, in lis;
of such tax, may provide by law for any other f o of Sage
tion now or hereafter permitted by the congress of tU Mad
States respecting national banKIng associations;
that such form of taxation shall apply to all ba a ea ed
within the limits of this State.
Altho1gh the statute might not conform with 1 (a) it might still
vadi if the tax is one #permitted by the congress of the United
ea respecting national banking associations,'
The legislature was apparently acting to accomplish the tax per-
a tte4 by the fourth alternative of Section 5219, namely, a tax upon
4^1p1aal banks, 'according to or measured by their net income," there-
*, the validity of the statute under 1 (b) and Section 5219 depends
=,,*bether or not the statute, with the offset provisions allowing de-
atiens for real property taxes, provides for a tax "according to or
easured by net income.*
A contention that the statute does not provide a tax 'according
tsor measured by net income" may be based upon the argument that to
allow such offset is to levy a tax that is not strictly measured by
net income but by net income less something else; for, although net
income enters into the.computation of the tax, the amount of the tax
is nevertheless, seriously affected by a deduction whose amount is inde-o
pendent of income. Although the court might perhaps meet this objection
with the simple proposition that the tax in question comes fairly with-
in the meaning of the phrase, "according to or measured by net income'
it is none-the-less true that the net inomae measures not the tax but
merely a sum intermediate the calculations thereof.
The offset provision may possibly render the statute invalid in
that it results,,ot only in a discrimination between banks not contem-
plated by Section 5219 but in a disorimination that amount to a denist
equal protection of the laws prohibited by the Forteenth
the federal constitution. An example will clearly bring out the natur
of the discrimination effected by the offset provisions of the statute.
pt us assume two national banks, Bank A and.Bak 3, with an qa4,ALet
aeone of $100,000 a year so that upon this basis their franehie. tax
as 4$tof that income would be $4,000 each. Bank A has real property
upan which it pays $20,000 taxes. Bank D rents its premises, has no
ag property and therefore pays no real property taxes directly for
iht4 it may get an offset. Bank A gets a deduction of 10% of its real
erty taxes up to 75% of 4% of its net income or in other words, a
$4setion of $2,000. As a result Bank A pays a $2080 tax, ($2,000 plus
ft tte offset), while Bank B pays $4,000. According'to their net
, thete banks should be taxed equally, yet Bank B is required to
Pay a tax twice as great as that exacted from Bank A. It is no answer
o1 say that Bank B has paid no real estate taxes directly and that this
taotor should affect the Qomparison. Section 5219 contemplates that, in
addition to the usual-advalorem taxes upon real estate owned by them
national banks may be taxed, *according to or measured by" their net
income To inJect the element of real estate taxes paid as a direct
offset from a tax oalculated at a percentage of net income seems not
only an unwarranted variation from the method prescribed but a denial
of equal protection of the laws as well.
Discrimination within the meaning of the equal protection of the
laws clause is defined-as 'the act of treating differently two persons
or things, under like circumstatoce' (iiir. Justice Brandeis, dissenting
in National Life Insurance Co, v pated States (1928) 277 U.8.508,48
Sup. Ct. 591, p97). 1hen different treatment is accorded two persons
and one invokes the equal protection clause, the question to be decided
is whether thele is any dissimilarity between their situations of a
kiad and degree which will justify the unlike treatment complained of4,
In the case supposed the unlike treatment consists of it a4Ar t*
ohise-taxes-measured-by-net-income imposed upon two bake whee e
iomee are identical. The dissimilarity of situation, which peates
and aust justify the inequality of taxation, is the cirousatanoe that
one of th banks owns real property and the other does not* It is sub
Mtted that there is no relation whatsoever between the unlike treat-
went here involved and the dissimilarity of situation upon which it
zeets. It is questionable whether ownership of rebl estate or owner-
hip of anything else is a sufficient basis for exemption from franchise
tams imposed upon others of the same class as the favored taxpayer.
Another constitutional probem is raised by the offset of real
property taxes under the provisions of Section 4 of the statute. The
constitutional provision for a tax offset for financial mercantile,
facturing and business corporations, specifically mentions personal
proparty taxes but does not mention real property taxes, viz:
"Such tax shall be subject to offset, in a manner to be
prescribed by 14w in the amount of personal property
taxes paid bAuch corporations to the state or political
subdivisiottereof, but the offset shall not exceed
ninety per cent of such state tax, (Emphasis added).
And subdivision 3 of the constitutional provision reads:
*The Legislature, two-thirds of all the members elected
to each of the two houses voting in favor thereof, may
change by law the rates of tax, or the percentageamount
or nature of offset provided for in paragraphs 1 and 2
hereof. (Etphasis added).
The question amediately arises whether the word "nature" as used in the
constitutional provision will be so construed by the courts to to justify
the offset of reapoerty taxes paid upon the corporationst property
as provided in Section 4 of the statute.
It should be noted that besides the provision for offset of a per-
centage of real property taxes the statute differs from the amendment
in eliminating an offset for personal property taxes paid to the state
and allows an offset for taxes paid Ngg* the corporationst property
-4..
rather than taxes paid "b the corporations as provided in the ati-44
tutional provision. (The corporate franchise tax assessed&der Sthirt
14d of Article XIII would seem clearly to be a personal property, tax pai
to the state in view of the definition of "property3 contained in Seo-
tion 1 of Article IIII, namely: "The word #Property$ as used in this
article and section, is hereby declared to include moneys, credits, bond
stocks, dues, franchise, and all other matters and things, realipersonal
and med capable of private ownership ...... See also, Peopl Al aska
(1920) 182 U.S. 202. To have permitted the franchise tax for
1989 to be offset by the 1928 franchise tax would have reduced the 1929
tax in most instances to a relatively insignificant amount and in many
instanoes to nothing at all. If any substantial revenue..was to be ex-
pected from the new tax it was absolutely necessary to eliminate the
provision for offset of personal property taxes paid to the state.
It might be plausibly argued that eliminating the offset for per-
sonal property taxes paid to the state and allowing an offset for taxes
paid "ongthe corporationst property changed the "nature" of the offset
within the authority of subdivision 3 of the amendment, but, in provid-
ing for an offset of real property taxes, something additional is added
which can hardly be considered the "offset provided for." The offset
the "nature"of which may be changed, is the offset "provided forin
paragraph 2. Real property tax offsets are not mentioned in that para-
graph. Is it merely "changing the nature of the offset provided for"
to add an entirely new offset? If the word anature" is broad enough
to cover the offset of real property taxes paid in this state, it should
'be broad enough to cover the offset of taxes paid in any other state,
or in fact, to cover any kind of offset the legislature sees fit to
grant.
Proposed Amendment:
Repeal the second paragraph of Section 3.
The Personal Property 1Tax Offeset. Shc'
The commission which recommended the personal property tax offset
admitted that it was defensible only as a temporary expedient unil all
personal property taxes should be abolished and a state 
wide airidme tax
on all corporations and individuals soud -0e-established. In the words
of the oatmission, "It was obvious from the beginning that the allow-
apoe of the offset would involve certain administrative difficulties 
and
would offer opportunities for abuse through collusion with the local
asessors, which would grow more and more serious with the passage of
tiee -, . . . As a permanent feature the offset provision is faulty. .
(ftal Report of the California Tax Commission, 1929, p. 78)
If all personal property taxes are not abolished and the present
offset remains in the Bank and Corporation Franchise Tax Act, the cor-
porations taxable thereunder will be given an advantage not afforded
other taxpayers. Prior to the enactment of this act all taxpayers were
taxed upon their property, and according to Article XIII section 1 of
the state constitution* "All property in the state except as otherwise
in this constitution provided not exempt under the laws of the United
States shall be taxed in proportion to its value, to be ascertained as
provided by law, or as hereinafter provided. The word sprppertyl as
used in this article and section, is hereby declared to include moneys,
credits, bonds, stocks, dues, franchises, and all other matters and
things real, personal anld mixed, capable of private ownership;...
The gross receipts tax on public utilities is a property tax and is
justifiable when imposed upon utilities engaged in interstate commerce
only as a property tax. (PlmnGg ihrsn 185 0a1.484,281
U.s. 330). In other words corporations until 1929 were taxed u on their
property the same as other taxpayers in the state. The franchise tax
measured by corporate excess was designed to reach other property values
not touched by the other real and personal property taxes. The cor-
porate excess or the difference between the value of the corporation'a
-6-
outstanding stocks and bonds as determined by markat quotation, the
earnings of the company, or otherwise, and the value of its tvagible
or physical properties* (Miller and Lux V..Rchd n(19) 183 Cal.
115) was just as much property as any tangible property owned by the
corporation and was taxable as such. (Adaspress 0 V . (189?)
186 U.S. 171; Adams Exress Go. v Ohio State Aditor (1897) 165 U.S.
194). The present act substitutes a tax measured by net income for
the tax on corporate excess. If a net income tax is substituted for
a tax on some of the property of certain corporations fairness and
e ality would seem to demand that a net income tax shouldbe sub-
*tit ited for the tax on some of the property of other corporations and
iadividual taxpayers. This discrimination would seem to be objection-
abLe enough but to go farther and permit an offset from the income tax
of personal property taxes, adding thereby one discrimination to anothe;,
is indefensible. If corporations are allowed an offset from the taz,
aghetituted for the tax on some of their property why should not other
tapayers be allowed an offset from the tax on some of their property?
In view of the Wide power of the state to classify for purposes of
taxation it is doubtful if any attack can be made by corporations other
than national banks upon the personal property tax offset on constitu-
tional grounds. As regards national banks, however, a very serious
constitutional objection may be raised. Section 5219 of the United
States Revised Statutes provides that the rate of tax on national banks
'shall not be higher than the rate assessed upon other financial cor-
porations nor higher than the highest of the rates assessed by the
taxing state upon mercantile, manufacturing and business corporations
doing business within~e limits.' If a four per cent rate is imposed
upon banks and the sane rate upon other corporations but the other
corporations are allowed to offset their tax so that the rate upon them
is actually less than 4% there would seem to be a clear violation of
the restriction in Section 5219. This conclusion, however, is by no
means free from doubt. National banks are not taxed upon their personal
-7-w
property but corporations other than banks and public utilities are
so taxed. The state as a matter of fact does not Impose a diseaaaim
tory tax burden upon banks but even with the personal property tax off*
set actually imposes, when compared with the bank tax, a discritinatory
burden upon other corporations. But inasmuch as national banks cannot
be taked upon their personal property (Rsesblattv Jhnston (1881)
104 13.. 462) it may be argued that when franchise taxes, or their
equivalent, are imposed upon national banks, state banks, and other
corporations, and a percentage of the amount of personal property taxes
paid by the other corporations is allowed as an offset from the fran-
ohiae tax, national banks are deprived of their exemption from
personal property taxes and in effect, contrary to the provisions of
,Setion 5219, required to pay personal property taxes to the state.
(Xationl. Life Inurane. Co. v. United States (1928) 277 U.S.508,48
Sup. Ct. 591; see 17 California Law Review 504-507 for an analysis of
this case and its relation to the offset provisions of the California
statute).
tocommendat1on:
Repeal the second paragraph of Section 4.
-.8-.
.. ........ All _IV* oil.
Effect of Elimination of Offsets
Economic analysis with statistics in support thereof prepare
by Mr. Moolgan to be inserted here.
The offset has reduced the yield ............. .




Massachusetts or Business Trusts are not ?axable r the Acl
The words 'for the privilege of exercising its corporate franow
ohises' probably prohibits the levying of the tax upon Massachusotts
or business trusts, joint stock associations and limited partnerships.
Section 16 of Article XIII of the constitution is perhaps res-
peasible for this provision. That section states that the tax is on
foorporations and is "for the privilege of exercising their corporate
franchises so that even if the statute omitted the language quoted it
might be held that the constitutional section limited the 
tax to form-
ally created corporations only. There is no reason why business 
trusts
should be exempt from this tax and perhaps the same is true of joint
stock associations and limited partnerships. For most business .and
financial purposes organizations of this kind are indistinguishable
fro corporations. The State -'Board of Equalization in its report for
1983-24 stated at page 9 that business trusts are becoming quite common
in this state and since they came directly into competition with, as
well as frequently take the place of, California business corporations
which are required to pay a franchise tax in this state it would be
quite proper to put such organizations on the same or similar 
basis
and require a business tax from them also. In view of the fact that
they enjoy the same privileges and advantages as other business organ-
izations which are required to pay a tax for such privilegesthe board
felt that equitable treatment would require that they also be subjected
to a tax on license. They are taxable as corporations under the fed-
eral revenue act. (Beh .Mle (1924) 265 U.S. 144, 44 Sup. Ct.462)
This loophole in the law should be closed. In view of the recent
decision of the California Court in Golwatr vQ 0tman (1930) 80 Cal.
Dec. 382, holding that members of a business trust may gain the advan-.
tage of immunity from partnership liability, (heretofore afforded only
by incorporation or the formation of limited Partnerships) if the de.
-100-
claration of trust is so drawn as to give shareholders or associates no
substantial control over the trustee, it is quite likely that the nim
ber of such organizations will greatly increase in this state.
Gan these associations be taxed under the act by defining the
word "oorporation" in such manner as to include them? ongress has
so defined oorporations in section 701 of the Federal Revenue Act of
1988. Oongress, however, did not have a constitutional provision
similar to section 16 expressly stating that "corporations" were to
pay the tax, or language to the effect that the tax was "for the
privilege of exercising their corporate franchises.'
Section 16, however, provides that the legislature shall define
#eorporations. To define "corporations to include organizations
that for most business and financial purposes are indistinguishable
from formally created corporations, that enjoy the same privileges
an~dadvantages, that come directly into competition with and take
the place of corporations subject to the tax, could hardly be said
to be an abuse of the power granted to define this term. It would
seem therefore that the legislature may include these organizations
in its definition of "corporations". It is doubtful, however, whether
this is sufficient to enable the legislature to subject them to the
tax under the act in view of the language of Section 16not only that
the tax is for the "privilege of exercising their corporate franchises
but is upon "corporations subject to be taxed pursuant to subdivision
(d) of this article." 1t is thus not enough that they may be now con-
sidered corporations -they must also have been taxable under Section
14 (d). These organizations probably could be held to be corporations
within the meaning of Section 14 in view of the broad definition of
the word companies contained in the first paragraph ofthat section:
"The word fcompaniest as used in this section, shall include persons,
-11-
partnerships, joint stock associations, companies, and corporatine*,
But as noted above, the difficulty is not so much whether or not they
are corporations but whether they had any franchises subjeot to be taet
under 14 (d) for unless they did they are not taxable under Seion 16
It would seem that associations of this kind operating simply by &gree-
ment between the members without any franchises are not exercising a
prate franchise$ within the meaning of Section 16 and that they did
not have any is taxable under 14 (d)
If it were not for the provisions of Article IV Section 24 of the
state constitution providing that "Every act shall embrace but one sub-
Jeot, which subject shall be expressed in its title" it might be pos-
sible to impose in one and the same statute a franchise tax on banks
and oorporations pursuant to Section 16 and under the reserved powers
of the state an excise or license tax on the associations in question
measured by net income. There can be little doubt that the state has
power independently of Section 16 to tax these associations, but
inasmuch as such tax >mu1d not be passed in pursuance of Section 16
it probably cannot be included in a statute whosetitle states that
it is passed under that section nor can it have two titles,for it
would then be embracing more than one subject.
Rdcommendation:
In view therefore of the probable invalidity of an attempt to
reach these associations under the Dank and Corporation Franchise
Tax Act it would seem advisable to enact a separate statute subject-
ing them to the tax. The separate statute, if the legislature desires
to tax them according to net income could repeat or incorporate by
reference the applicable provisions of the bank and corporation fran-
chise tax act. If the state returned to the method :provided in Section
14d for the taxation of the franchises of corporations a property tax
should be levied upon the "going concern$ value of these associations
ITAlthough the California Constitution does not in express
language authorize such a tax express authority is unneo-
essary in view of the well established rule that the
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The 1929 act and the 1931 amendments were enacted pursuant Stthe pro-
visions of Section 16 of Article XIII of the State Constitution. A2e
though that section authorizes the Legislature to define various terms,
including the term "doing business" it is doubtfg1 whether that body
as enstitutionally provide for a different tax from that authorized
simply by the engaging device of defining terms. It would seem, there-
fore, that unless under Section 16, or under authority independently
thereof, the Legislature can impose a license tax upon the right to do
buiness the 1931 amendment is of questionable validity. The practical
results of the amendmentif valid, are to set at rest any question as
to whether or not business corporations that merely perform acts going
to the maintenance of corporate existence are "doing business' (the
question whether or not a particular corporation, e.g. a holding company,
is a 'business corporat.ot" within the act is apparently not affected by
the amendment) to increase the number of corporations subject to the min-
imum tax of $25 and probably in some cases to subject domestic corpora-
tions, not actually doing business, to a greater tax than the minimum be-
cause of their receipt of dividends declared out of income from business
done without the state.
The validity of the 1931 amendment (which was adopted by the two
thirds vote prescribed in section 16) assuming that it provides a dif-
ferent method of taxing corporate franchises from that expressly set
forth in paragraph 2 (a) of Section 16, and assuming that paragraph
2 (b) impliedly limits the Legislature and makes Section 16 the sole
source of legislative authority to impose taxes on the kind of corpora-
tions referred to therein, will depend upon (1) whether a corporation
which would be taxed under the amendment was taxable under Article XXII,
Section 14d; (3) whether this different method is "provided by law when
done under the guise -of def inind the terms of the old method; and
-14-
(3) whether this new method is 'authorized in* the State OSsttation !N
the source of legislative authority to impose this tax is Seetion 16
the amendment as regards foreign corporations fails to meet th first
requirement and as regards such corporations it is thereforeu=ensa
sary to consider the other two requirements. The Oase of Pe I
LL ,go. (1920) 182 Cal. 202, definitely held that foreign no.
porations qualified to do intrastate business in this state but not ex-
eraising such right were not taxable under Section 14d, and, as noted
above, taxability under Section 14d is a condition precedent to taxa-o
bility under Section 16.
Foreign corporations doing exclusively interstate business in the
state are of course not subject to a franchise tax. (Apha 2ortland
St Qo. V. Mass. (1925) 268 U.S. 203). As to domestic worporations
the amendment complies with the first requirement, for the theory of
the old franchise tax as set forth in the cases seems to support the
atention that such corporations were taxable under Section 14d althougb
not actually doing business. (People v Ford Motor Co0(1922) 188 Gal.8,.
At @, 14; i v.Richardson (1920) 182 Cal. 115; eole v.
Alaska SB Co.(1920) 182 Cal. 202 at 205. See also a direct statement
to this effect in The Matter of a ia MiningCo.0pinion of the State
Board of Equalization January 7, 1930). Assuming that by changing the
definition of terms the Legislature is providing by law for a new method
of taxing corporate franchises, the question presented by the third rem
quirement is whether this new method is authorized in the Oonstitution.
What is meant by "any other method authorized in this constitution?' Do
these words mean that the other method must be expressly set forth in
the Constitution, or do they refer to any method that is constitutional?
The only methods expressly authorized in 'the Constitution for the taxe-
tion of corporate franchises which were taxable under Sect1on 14d are
the methods set forth in Section 16 and in Section 14d. The tax ex-
pressly set forth in Section 16 is upon corporations only that are do-
aing business." The tax provided in Section 14d is a property tax and
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franchises taxable thereunder must be taxed at their fulloadkvalue,
U411 & ., v Richardson, supra) It is arguable whether a tax on
the right to do business can be considered a property tax an4 whether
measuring the value of the right by the net income of the corporation
or by a flat tax of $25 is taxing such franchises at their full, cash
value. If the words "authorized in this constitution' mean ,constitu-
tional' the method employed need not be expressly authorized in the
Cenetitution and the amendment is within the authority of the Legisla-
twe for a license tax on the right to do business is apparently con-
stitutional. (Kaiser Land Co. v. Curry , 155 Cal.638; e
1a Angeles etc. Co, 152 Cal. 765)(1) It may be argued, however, that
this interpretation would render superfluous the wordsafuthorized in
this conatitution" for obviously any method of taxation must be consti-
tutionel regardless of express conditions so stating.
It may be argued that Section 16 does not impliedly limit the
authority of the Legislature to impose other taxes on corporations, in-w
cluding corporationspf the kind referred to in Section 16; in other
words that the Legislature has authority independently of that section
to impose the tax contemplated by the amendment. (Kaiser Land Co.v.
g, supra). Suppose the Legislature desired to impose a license tax
on foreign corporations having the right to do intrastate business in
California but not exercising such right or desired to impose a license
tax in addition to that contemplated by Section 16 on corporations taxs
able thereunder. That section provides that the tax therein provided
for shall be in lieu of the tax imposed by Section 14d of Article IIII,
lbrt does not state that it shall be in liieu of any other tax. Likewise,
the different method sanctioned 1br paragraph 2b of Section 16 is in
lieu of the method expressly set forth in paragraph 2a of Seotion 16
but is in lieu of no other tax. It would seem reasonable to hold, there-
fQre, that Section 16 applies only to the particular tax provided for
1 See footnote (1) supra -16-
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therein, but imposes no limits upon any additional or differnt tax
the Legislature may impose on corporations. According to this rgmen4
a license tax on foreign corporations of the type mentioned aon dae
eatic corporations generally, would be valid under the general legle1&-
tive authority and the limitations of Section 16 would have no bearing
,pon the validity of the tax. An objection to this argument in support
of the 1931 amendment, assuming that the legislattee has authority ind-
pendently of Section 16 to impose a license tax, may be based on the in-
afficienoy of the title of the amendment. The title of the amendment
reads as follows: "An act to amend sections 5,6,9,10,25,32,33 and 35
of the bank and corporation franchise tax act, approved March 1,1929,
relating to bank and corporation taxes* The title of the Bank and
0#rporation Franchise Tax Act referred to in the title just quoted
reads as follows: "An act to carry into effect the provisions of Sea-
tido 16 of Article 13 of the constitution of the state of California,
relating to bank and corporation taxes." An act which is not passed
to carry into effect the provisions of Section 16 and which is valid
only because not passed under Section 16 is probably not valid under
such a title in view of the requirements of Article IV, Section 24 of
the State Constitution, that "Every act shall embrace but one subject,
which subject shall be expressed in its title.....'
In the light of the argument just given it would 'seem that the
only way to reach corporations that are not actually "doing business'
is to enact a separate act imposing a license tax upon themA
Reoendatos:
(1) It may be that the state should omit any definition of doing
business. Buit since Section 16 states that the Legislature "shall" de
fine corporations it is probably desirable to define the term. The
following is submitted as a more understandable definition than the
present: $Doing business means any transaction with any person or perow
sons or any transaction concerning any property through any agency
whatever acting for any bank or corporation."
(2) Enact a separate statute imposing a license tax oneit
to do business of business corporations not taxable under theBaat
Qorporation Franchise Tax Act, or otherwise taxed on their franhius
if the legislature desires to reach such corporations. he tax *hould
be nominal for otherwise it will discourage incorporation in this stat
(3) All definitions should be in the same section, eg the definr
itions in section 5 and section 11.
Are Holdin Snanies Taxbe Ude te At
It is questionable whether holding corporations are included in
the t le classes mentioned inSection 4. Whrether they are or not
will dopend upon the answers to two separate questions: (1) Are hold-
ing ompanies 'business" corporations? (2) Do holding -companies "do
busineas"? Both questions must be answered affirmatively to render
such corporations taxable under the act. If the 1931 amendment to the
definition of "doing business' is valid and if they are abusiness cor-
porationsO any doubts as to whether or not they are 'doing budiness"
are removed for it is difficult to think of a "business corporationu
not having the "right to do business." That amendment, however, has
little bearing upon the anaer to the first question. The answer to
the second question, on the other hand, would seem to depend entirely
upon the answer to the first question. If holding companies are not
business corporations and if they have only the right to carry on their
activities as such non-business corporations, the right to carry on
such activities -- in other words, the right to carry on something that
is not business -- cannot be the right to do business and thus cannot
be doing business within the meaning of the 1931 amendment to the
definition of those words. The ]problem thus resolves itself into a




Are Holding Companies Business Cororationsm In view of the fat
that the wording of the statute incorporates the wording of Section
5219 it would seem that Judicial determination of the term 'business
corporations as used in that section would determine the definition of
the term as used in the California statute. However, since there has
been no decision upon this point under Section 5219, we must turn to
cher decisions for assistance in determining the nature of a business
corporation and we find numerous cases supporting the view that any
oozporation whose purpose is that of personal material gain of a pecu-
iary nature to its members is a business corporation.
VA" ncoln Medical College Of Cotner tUniversit;10 9Nb
The character of a corporation is determined from itsarticles of incorporation and the statute authorizing
its formation. In this case it is apparent from both
the articles of incorporation and the provisions of
section 15, chapter 16, Compiled Statutes that this
organization is an educational and not a business' or
stradingt corpgration for the pecuniary profit of its
members.
.eeno Rh . Board of Police Commissioners of Town of Tiverton 1909)
0R.I.21,19, 76 AtL. 78b, ?US.
Is it embraced within the provisions of #0lass I,--
Business Corporationst? The definition of the noun
1businesst according to Webster's Internat. Dict. is:
(3) 'Financial dealings; buying and selling traffic
in general; mercantile transactions.t A corporation
organized for such purposes is therefore a business
corporation,
Flin v. Stone Tracy Co 1911) 220 U 8. 107, 71, 31 But,. Ct.342 357:
'A business is that 'which occupies the time, atten-
tion, and labor of men (or the purpose of livelihood
or profit.U
People v, Board of Trade of Chiicago 1875) 80 Ill. 134 136:
This organization is not maintained for the transac-
tion of business or for pecuniary gain, but simplyto promulgate and enforce among its members correct
and high moral principles in the transaction of bus-
iness. It is not engaged in business but only pre-
scribes rules for the transaction of business.'
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Dairy Marketing Association of Ft.Wayne ( 1 8&, (3) 6 s
"... a corporation transacting business for gain as its
chief and ultimate purpose is a business corporation.1
I8 the purpose of a holding company personal material gain of pecuniary
nature to its members? The federal court decisions under the Federal
Qapital Stock Act of 1909 may have some bearing upon an answer to this
question. (In Del Norte Company v. Wilkinson) ( ) 287 (2) 876
involving a corporation whose activities were limited to the holding of
stock in another company and protecting its capital investment the court
held:
$There is not a suggestion that during any of those years
its capital was in any sense 'employed1 or, as we may
put it, tworkedl for the purpose or in the pursuit of
profit or gain in any fair sense, or that anyincome,
revenue, or profit in a true sense has been realized."
Bee also Rose v. Nunnally Investment Company (C.0A. 5th 1927) 22 7.
(2d) 102, in which the court stated:
*The capital invested and reinvested, and not the act-
tivities of plaintiff, earned the profits. In maintain-
ing its old investments, and in making new investments,
plaintiff was only enjoying the fruits< of its ownership,
and neither these old or new investments were used to
further business opportunity or standing .... (Italics added)
-If the only substantial corporate activity is the owner-
ship and preservation of real and personal property, the
receipt of its ordinary income, which arises from the
property itself rather than from the active use and man-
agement of it, and the distribution of such income to the
stockholders with only such corporate organization and
activity as is necessary thereto, there is not such a
doing of business as is meant by the Act. Whtle such
activity is 'business' in a broad sense, a tax upon such
business would be in substance one on the mere ownership
of property, becoming thus a direct tax .... '
If the California courts follow the theory underlying these cases, and
other federal cases arising under the Federal Capital Stock Act of
190(1)that tihe use of its corporate powers and the working of its capital
1 mr id~gm~at Oo. v. u.S.( ) 198 Fed.242,250; 59LEd825.
Clallam Lumber Co.v. U.S. ( ) $@Sy2(gd)B 44f6nne v Minnea rolis
Syndicate ( ) 55 L.Ed. 428; Van Saumbach v. Sargent Land Oo.( )
61 L.ed. 460; U.S. v. Nipissing Mines Co.( ) 206 Fed. 431;
Argonaut Consol. Min. Co. v. Anderson ( ), 42 F (2ndI)219,21; Automat-
ic Fire Alarm Co. of Delaware v. Bowers ( ) 51 Fed. (2d) 118,120.
These cases hold that corporations whose activities consist simply in
holding stock and distributing dividends therefrom are not doing business
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to secure a profit is the test of whether a holding company is a business
corporation the conclusion will be reached that holding companies that
simply hold stock and collect the income therefrom are not taxable under
the act. On the other hand it may be argued that these corporations are
not organized for charity, that certain advantages arise to the members
thereof, that if no gain or benefits were derived therefrom they would
not be created, and that if the members thereof desire these benefits
they should pay the price in the form of a franchise tax exacted by the
state for the privilege of having such corporations.
The statute as it now reads creates a situation of doubt that can
only be settled by court decision. It is submitted that the act itself
should definitely state whether or not such corporations are taxable
thereunder. If they are not taxed the minimum tax of $25 will not be
collected from them nor will they be subject to tax on the dividends
which they receive from other corporations declared out of earnings
from non-California business. On the other hand if they are taxed under
the act the tax will fall principally upon dividends declared out of
earnings from business done outside this state since the act in Section
8 (h) allows a deduction for dividends declared out of income from
business done in this State. Furthermore, to tax holding companies
under the act would lead either to discrimination againqt domestic
holding companies or the abandonment by them of their California charters.
It is doubtful whether foreign holding companies holding stock in t'his
state would be held to be doing intra-state business in the state and
Note (1)Tcnt.from page 20
If these cases are sound it is difficult to see how corporations or-
ganized to do something that is not business can be business corpora-
tions. It may also be argued that these decisions are binding upon
the California courts since the legislature has adopted the federal
classification of corporations and thes terms 'business corporations'
and "doing business' as used in Section 5219, it has necessarily
adopted the definitions of those terms established by decisions of
the federal courts, that although there have been no decisions defining
these terms as used in Section 5219, where a word or expression has
(cont. on page 2a)
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even if they were stock could easily be held outside the state
and the dividends distributed therefrom. If the tax can easily be
avoided by becoming a foreign corporation and holding stock outside
the state the tax simply drives corporations of this kind out of the
state and the problem resolves itself into a determination of whether
or not California does or does not want holding companies.
egendationa
This question should be definitely settled in the statute. In
the light of the above discussion it is recommended that holding com-
panies should not be taxed under the act.
P22.0osed Amendmnent:
Add to Section 5:
The term business corporation does not include corpora-
tions organized to hold the stock of other corporations
and that do not trade in the stock or securities held
and that engage in no other activitt.eeathan the receiv-
ing and distributing of dividends from such stock.
oposed amendment if it is felt that these corporations should be
taxed:
Add to Section 5:
The term business corporation includes holding companies.
1I) cont.from page 21
acquired a judicially settled meaning, in subsequentleiatv
enactment such a word or expression will be presumed t aeta
meaning in the statute, United States v. Merrian (
Sup. Ot. 64 L.Ed. 240,244; Kepner v. United States ( ).
Sup. Ot. 49 L.Ed. 114, 122.
am2 2
Are Non-Profit Corporations Taxable Under the Act?
If non-profit activities are the means of furthering a nonwbusi-.
ness purpose as in the case of charitable and fraternal organizations,
corporations engaged in such activities probably do not come under the
act. However, where the non-profit activity is in furtherance of a
business or mercantile end (as in the case of a cooperative marketing
association) corporations engaged in such activities seem to be taxable
as other corporations organized for financial, 'mercantile, manufactur-
ing or business ends,# The statute seems to support this view by im-
plication for subdivisions .(k) and (1) of Section 8 regarding coopera-
tive associations and subdivisions (k) and (j) of the same section pro-
visions for these corporations, necessarily assume that they are taxable,
otherwise the special provisions would be unnecessary. The most import-
ant practical effect of this conclusion, as it affects these corpora-
tions, is that, if there is no net income after the statutory deductions
are allowed, the provision for a minimum tax of $25 on every corporation
applies. The statute perhaps should settle any doubts on this question.
eComm endati on:*
The wisdom of listing exempt corporations as is done in Section
103 of the Federal Revenue Act of 1928 and section 201 of the Model
Business Income Tax of the National Tax Association should be carefully
considered. The disadvantage of making such a list, if the experience
of the federal government is any guide, (See Klein Federal Income Taxa-
tion, pages 1000-1031) is that it will invite just as much litigation to
determine whether certain corporations meet the exemption conditions
as is invited under the act as it now reads.
Section 6:
The California act should follow the federal act in making an ex-
ception for the deduction of amounts received under a life insurance
contract paid by reason of the death of the insured where the benefio-
iary is a transferee of the policy for a valuable consideration;
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.............. -- -- ...... .
The California statute snould also nave a provision that if amounts
paid by reason of the death of the insured are held by the insurer under
an agreement to pay interest, interest payments should be included in
gross income.
Proposed amendment
Add to paragraph (a):
"tut if such amounts are held by the insurer under an agree-
ment to pay interest thereon, the interest payments shall
be included in gross income."
Add to paragraph (b):
"In the case of a transfer for a valuable consideration,
by assignment or otherwise, of a life insurance, endowment,
or annuity contract or any interest therein, .only the actual
value of such consideration and the amount of the premiums
and other sums subsequently paid by the transferee shall be
excluded from gross income under paragraph (a) of this
section.
Stock Dividends; Subscription Rights
The act makes no specific profision for stock dividends or sub-
scription rights. They are not taxable under the federal act (Fed.Rev.
Act of 1928, sec. 115 (f) Miles v. Safe Deposit and Trust Co.of Baltimore
(1922) 259 U.S. 247, 42 Sup. Ct. 483) It is uncertain whether they are
taxable under the California act. Section 6 of the statute includes
among the items that must be included in gross income "except as here-
inafter otherwise provided..., all dividends received on stocks". The
exception refers to dividends declared out of earnings from California
business (see section Sh) and has no bearing upon the present question.
Section 16 of Article XIII of the constitution and section 4 of the act
contemplate a tax measured by "net incomes California courts might
follow the opinion of the United States Supreme Court in Eisner v.
Macomber (1920) 252 T.S. 189, 40 Sup. Ct. 189, that stock dividends for
the purpose of income taxation are capital and not income and thus
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not within the contemplation of the constitutional section or statute.
Altnough this is believed to be the better view the California court8
might follow the contrary rule of Tr Pefry v.Putnam (1917) 227 Mass.522,
116 N. K904, L.R.A. 1917 ns. 806. This problem should be definitely
settled by the statute and not left to conjecture.
LaquidatiugDividends
A somewhat similar question, due to the same ambiguity of the
statute and its failure specifically to cover the point may arise in
the case of dividends which represent a distribution of capital, e.g.
Allquidating* dividends and dividends from depreciation and depletion
reserves. However, there should not be the same doubt on this problem
regardless of whether stock dividends are or are not "income* for surely
a return of capital admitted to be such is not income. The statute,
however, should set at rest all doubts on questions of this kind.
Pop edAmendment:
Add to Section 6:
"Stock dividends or subscription rights shall not be in-
cluded in grose income, but gain may be derived or loss
sustained by the shareholders from the sale of such stock
or the sale of such rights. The amount of gain derived or
loss sustained from the sale of such stock or rights or the
sale of the stock or rights in respect to whi'ch the stock
or rights are issued or the sale of the stock acquired
with such rights shall be determined as provided in Sec.19".
See discussion of section 19 for treatment of liquidating dividends.
Section 8:
Subdivision (c):
The deduction for federal income taxes should be abolished.
The reasons given above for abolishing the personal property tax offset
also apply here. Furthermore, income taxes of other states are not al-
lowed as a deduction. Why should the federal income tax be different
from an income tax of another state?
Under the present wording of subdivision (0) franobise taxes of
other states measured by net income are probably deductible. That sub-
division provides that taxes on income or profits paid or accrued within
the taxable year imposed by the authority of any state, etc., are not
deductible. The theory of franchise taxes measured by net income, and
this is particularly true of the California tax, is that the subject
taxed is the corporate franchise and not the income or profits by which
the tax is measured.
Proposed amendment:
(1) Abolish deduction for federal income taxes by inserting
the following after (1) "the government of the United
States ors
(2) The statute could easily be changed to close the loop-
hole permitting deductions of franchise taxes measured
by income by inserting in subdivision (c) between the
words "on" and "income" the words, "according to or
measured by".
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Effect of Abolition of Federal Income Tax Deduction
Economic analysis with supporting statistics prepared by
Mr. Mcolgan to be inserted here.
Federal income tax deduction has reduced yield %I
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Section 8 - (Subdivision f)
This subdivision now reads as follows:
Exhaustion, wear and tear and obsolescence of property to
be allowed upon the basis mvided in seOtions l3 and 114
of that certain act of Congress of the United States known as
the *Revenue Act of 1928" which is hereby referred to and
incorporated with the same force and effect as though fully
set forth herein, or upon the basis provided in section 19
hereof. (Italics added)
An ambiguity arises from the use of the word "is* in this sub-
section. According to a strict grammatical construction the whole
Revenue Act of 1928 is incorporated in the California statute. Obvious-
ly this was not the intention of the legislature for if it were many of
the provisions of the California act would be rendered meaningless or
superfluous and others would conflict with the provisions of the fed-
eral act. The legislature undoubtedly intended to incorporate only
sections 113 and 114 of the federal act. To make the grammar of the
section conform to that intention the word "is" snould be changed to
"areN and doubts on this point definitely settled.
A further problem arises as to whether sections 113 and 114 are
incorporated only for the purpose of determining the allowance for ex-
haustion, wear and tear and obsoleacence or for all purposes covered by
these sections. Section 113 sets forth the federal scheme for deter-
mining the gain or loss. from the sale or other disposition of property
This scheme is not consistent entirely with the plan set forth in sec-
tions 19 to 21 in the California act for determining such gain or loss.
If both plans are incorporated in the statute a hopelessly confused
situation results. The act should provide that these sections of the
federal act are incorporated only for the purpose of the subsection.
Prpsdannnt:
(f) Exhaustion, wear and tear Eand obsolescence of property to
be allowed upon the basis provided in sections 113. and 114 of that
certain act of the Congress of the United States known as the
"Revenue Act of 1928' which are for the purposes of this sub-
section hereby referred to and incorporated with the same force
ad efect as though fully set forth herein, or upon the basis
provided in section 19 hereof. (Italics indicate changes)
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Section 8 Subdivision()
In the case of mines discovered between February 28, 1913 and
January 1, 1928, it may be to the taxpayer's advantage to use the fair
market value as of January 1, 1928, as a basis rather than discovery
value, Considerable doubt is raised by the statute, however, as to the
authority of the taxpayer to use the January 1, 1928 value in such in-
stances. The discovery value basis was probably intended only for mines
discovered after January 1, 1928. Literally construed the statute limits
the taxpayer to the discovery value basis or cost and makes no distinc-
tion between mines discovered before or after January 1, 1928. The
statute should definitely settle this question.
posed amendment:
The third paragraph of 8 (g) should read as follows:
"The basis upon which depletion is to be allowed in respect
of any property, except as hereinafter provided for oil and
gas wells and mines discovered after January 1, 1928, shall
be as provided in sections 113 and 114 of said revenue act
of 1928, or upon the basis provided in section 19 hereof."
In the first sentence of the fourth paragraph change "February
28, 1913" to "January 1, 1928."
WyDiscriminate- Apainst Oil Wells?
The act clearly discriminates against oil and gas compazges since
they are the only corpOrations deprived of the opportunity of basing
depletion deductions on January 1, 1928 values.It may be contended that
this discrimination amounts to a denial of equal protection of the laws.
-29-
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In view, however, of the extensive power of the state to classify v&riou
callings, trades and businesses for purposes of taxation it is very Un-
likely that such contention will be upheld.
A more serious objection, perhaps, may be raised by oil and gas
companies whose tax accrued prior to February 27, 1931, the effective
date of the amendment. Section 4 of the act provides that taxes accrue
under the act on the first day after the close of the taxable year. Cor-
porations whose tax accrued prior to February 27, 1931, compwted their
tax under the provisions of the statute which allowed a deduction for
depletion based on January 1, 1928, values. The tax on such corporations,
it may be argued, became a determined and accrued liability before the
amendment became effective and the statute cannot be applied retroactive-
ly to change it. It is submitted, however, that the retroactivity is
more apparent than real. The tax is not a tax on the income earned by
such corporations during the taxable year prior to February 27,1931, but
is a tax on the privilege of doing business during the succeeding tax-
able year. In other words, the privilege taxed is a present and contin-
uing privilege, the amount of the tax being measured by the transactions
in a prior period. The tax imposed in 1931 is not a retroactive tax but
a tax for the current taxable year. It is difficult to see on what basis
a taxpayer can claimh that, regardless of legislative action, current
taxes must be figured on the same basis on which past taxed have been as-
sessedi, or in fact on what grounds he can complain if the rates of current
taxes were increased or if, indeed, additional taxes were imposed during
the same year on the same subject.
Recommendations:
Although it is believed that the 1931 amendment regarding oil and
gas wells is valid it is difficult to see the justification for the
discrimination against these companies. In other words why should
not the same provision apply to all corporations taxable under the
act? Applying the provision to all taxable corporations raises no
Aii" -'
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more or different legal problems from those raised in the case of oil
and gas companies. This problem will be fairly adequately taken care
of if the recommendation made below under the discussion of section
19 regarding the change in the basic date is adopted.
hoon8h
The purpose of the proviso in this section is to prevent double
taxation, and tne presumption is that if the income out of which the
dividends are declared is earned in this state it will have been in-
aluded in the measure of the tax on the corporations earning such in-
come. However, if the corporation which declares such dividends is
not taxable by this state the presumption should not operate. Some
corporations like federal reserve banks and federal land-banks are not
taxable but yet distribute to banks large amounts of dividends from
business done in California.
Proposed Amendment:
Insert after phrase "within and without this State" the words
"by corporations taxable under Article IIII of the Constitution
of the State of California."
Section 10:
The 1931 amendment is ambiguous. It provides that "income from
tangible, personal property which is not deductible under the provisions
of subsection (h) of section 8 hereof shall be subject to allocation."
This amendment may be construed as designed to modify the broad
provisions of Section Sh and to provide that only dividends properly
attributable to California should be included in taxable income. In
view, however, of the questions raised on this problem and the ruling
of the Attorney General prior to the amendment that dividends were not
subject to the prescribed allocation formula of Section 10 (Opinions
of the Attorney General to Chairman, Committee on Constitutional Amend-
ments No.7467; 7467a, dated March 18,1931 and April 2, 1931) it may
be held that the purpose of the amendment was to subject dividends to
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tne prescribed formula along with other allocable income. The statute
should be clearer on this point.
It is submitted that the ruling of the Attorney General that div-
idends are to be apportioned to California if the shares from which they
were declared have a situs here is satisfactory and should be incorpor-a
ated in the statute,
PrEp 2ed Amendment:
(1) Repeal the last sentence of the first paragraph of Section 10.
(2) Add the following to section 8 subdivision (h)o
*Dividends received by foreign corporations whose principal
place of business is outside of California, provided that it
can be conclusively shown that such dividends have no relationto income derived from business transacted in California andare not in any sense or in any amount reasonably attributableto business done within this state."
A onI1:
All definitions should be put together in one section. See sectial 5
!ection 12:
The Franchise Tax Commissioner probably has authority to permit
changes from one taxable year to another but the question is by no means
free from doubt and the statute should settle the doubt and provide for
returns for a period of less than twelve months resulting from change
of accounting period.
Proposed amendment:
'Add the following to Section 12:
(8) If a taxpayer changes his accounting period from fiscal year. to calendar year, from calendar year to fiscal year, or fromone fiscal year to another, the net income, shall, with theapproval of the Commissioner be computed on the basis of suchnew accounting period subject to the following provisions.
(b) If a taxpayer, with the approval of the commissioner, changesthe basis of computing net income from fiscal year to calendar
year a separate return shall be made for the period betweenthe close of the last fiscal year for which retuxn was made
and- the following December 31. If the change is from calendar
year to fiscal year, a separate return shall be made for theperiod between the close of the last calendar year for whichreturn was made and the date designated as the close of thefiscal year. If the change is from one fiscal year to another
..... ..
fiscal year a separate return shall be made for the period
between the close of the former fiscal year and the date d.a
ignated as the close of the new fiscal year.
(c) Where a separate return is made under paragraph (b) on ao-
count of a change in the accounting period then the income shall
be computed .on the basis of the period for which separate return
is made.
(d) If a separate return is made under paragraph (b) on account
of a change in the accounting period, the net income, computed
on the basis of the period for which separate return is made,
shall be placed on an annual basis by multiplying the amount
thereof by twelve and dividing by th6 number of months included
in the period for which separate return is made. The tax shall
be such part of the tax computed on such annual basis as the
number of months in such period is of twelve months.
Sotion 13:
Gorporations Whose First Taxable Year is a Period of Less
Than Twelve Months Not properly Provided For
The treatment of a corporation that commences to do business after the
effective date of the statute and chooses as its first taxable year a
period less than twelve months (which will often be the case as most
corporations keep their books either on a calendar year basis or on the
basis of a fiscal yea; ending June 30, and few corporations commence
business on either January 1, or July 1) is different under the 1931
amendment from under the provisions of the 1929 act. 1Under the 1929
provisions of the act the tax for the succeeding taxable year was based
upon the same net income on which the tax for the first, taxable year
was based, or in other words the tax for the entire succeeding year of
such a corporation would be figured upon the income of only part of a
year. Under the statute as amended in 1931, the tax for the fractional
part of the year is computed in thesame manner as formerly but "the
net income to be used as the measure of the tax for the second taxable
year shall be in the samne proportion to the net income for the first
taxable year as the number of months in the second taxable year bears
to the number of months covered by the return for the first taxable year'
but in no case may the tem "doing business as defined in the act-be so
construed as to enable a corporation to pay a less amount than the
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minimum tax of $25.00, nor shall a period during which the oorporate
powers have not been exercised be considered as a base for the compu-
tation of thie tax. In otner words, tne tax for the succeeding year
will be based partly upon fictitious income, i.e. upon an estimate of
what the income for the wnole year would have been computed upon the
assumption that the income for each of the remaining corresponding
fraotions of the year would have been the same as the income for the
fraction of the year in which the corporation actually did business.
For example, suppose that during the first taxable year the corpora-
tion did business from October 1, to December 31, or one quarter of a
year and that its net income for this period was $500. The estimated
income for four quarters, or the whole year, is four times $500 or $2,000,
which is the base upon which the tax for the second taxable year is con-
puted. It is obvious that this method may work unfairly upon these cor-
is
porations whose income/Largely seasonal. Suppose that in the example
given the last quarter is ordinarily the onlyr portion of the year in
which income is earned,xAn arbitrary assumption that the corporation
would have earned as much income in each of the other three quarters
seems clearly unjustified. The constitutional provision in pursuance
of which the act wag passed authorizes a tax according to the "net in-
come., It is douotful whetner fictitious income is "net.income" within
the meaning of the constitutional provision. If it is not, the problem
that then arises is similar to that discussed above regarding the stat-
ute's new~ definition of .doing business, i.e. it will be neceagary
to.-determine whether levying a tax measured by such income is providing
by law for another method of taxing franchises of the corporations tax-
able, "authorized in this constitution according to paragraph 2b of
the constitutional section or is within the legislative authority in-
dependently of that section. Furthermore, to tax some corporations
according to actual net income and others by fictitious net income it
might be contended, raises a very serious question as to denial of
equal protection of the law. However, since this results from the
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election by the corporation of its first tax date a period less than
twelve months, the contention does not have much force.
Ptoposed AmiedWent
Amend the second paragraph of Section 13 to read as follows:
A bank or corporation which commences to do business within the
limits of this state after the effective date of this act shall
prepay the minimum tax hereunder whichpr*paygent must be made
before the bank or corporation files with'he .Secretary of State
its articles of incorporation or duly oeitified copy thereof as
the case may be. Upon the filing of its tax return - two months
and fifteen days after the close of its first taxable year its
tax for that year shall be adjusted upon the basis of the net
income received during that taxable year, a credit being allowed
for the prepayment of the minimum tax. Said return shall also,
in accordance with sections 23 to 26 inclusive be the basis for
the tax of said bank or corporation for its second taxable year,
if its first taxable year is a period of twelve months. In every
case in which the first taxable year of a bank or corporation con-
stitutes a period of less than twelve months said bank. or corpora-
tion shall pay as a prepayment of the tax fbt its seeoId taxable
year an amount equal to the tax (after the offset allpwance has
been computed) (1) for its first taxable year, the sezne to be due
and payable at the same times and in the same manner as if that
amount were the entire amount of its tax (after the offset alkw
lowance has been computed) (1) for that year; and upon the filing
of its taxreumrn two months and fifteen days after the close of
its secoAdyear it shall pay a tax for said year based on its
net income received during that year, allowing a credit for the
prepayment but aadg intaret at the rate of six per centum
of any excess over the prepayment; but in no event shall the
tax for the secQng taxable year be less than the amount not sub-
ject to offset (1) of the prepayment for that year, and said return
for its second taxable year shall also, in accordance with secm
tions 23 and 26 inclusive be the basis for the tax of said bank
or corporationfor its third taxable year.
Illustration:
Suppose a corporation commences to do business in tnis
state July 1, 1932, electing to reporton a calendar year basis,
its taxable year ending Dec. 31. It pays the minimum tax upon
the commrencement of business and on March 15, 1933, files a
return reporting its income for the period July 1 - Dec. 31,1932.
Suppose the tax amounted to $500 on the basis of its net in-
come for that period; it will be given a credit .for the prepay-
ment of the $25 minimum tax and will pay $475 for the privilege
of having done business from July 1 - Dec. 31, 1932. The sum of
(1)y'T be inserted if o fsets are not abolished.
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$500 will be due as a prepayment of the tax for the second taxable
year and will be payable in installments, etc., i*e. $250 on March
15, 1933 and $250 on September 15, 1933, just as if that were
the total tax for that year, Suppose that the return for the second
taxable year discloses a tax liability of $1000; a credit of $500.00,
or the amount of the prepayment, will be given, and $500 plus f inter-
east or $530 will then be due and payable. The return for the second
taxable year will also be the basis for third taxable year, in other
words $1000 will be the tax for the third taxable year.
If the corporation chooses a twelve months period for its first
taxable year, the income returned for such period will be the basis br
the tax for both its first and second taxable years.
Section 13 (Continued.)
The statute is very liberal in the third paragraph of section
13 in allowing a reduction in the tax in cases where the corporation
withdraws from business before the end of its fiscal year. The tax'
is imposed for the privilege of doing business during a particular
taxable year and is not on net income but "measured by net income." The
corporation pays a tax for the privilege of doing business for a twelve
month period. The fact that it does not see fit to exercise its priv-
ilege for the full period is not of itself sufficient justification to
apportion the tax and give a refund for the period the privilege is not
exercised. One paying the price of admission to a th eatre has the
privilege of seeing the entire performance, but if he leaves before
the performance is finished he has no justifiable claim for a refund
of part of the admission price.
Prpsed Aendment
If the legislature desired to remove this liberal provision the
following could be inserted in the place of the third paragraph of
section 13:
'Taxes levied under this act shall not be subject to abate-
ment or refund because of the cessation of the business or
corporate existence of any bank or corporation during the
year for which said taxes have been assessed."
If the provision for reduction in the tax in cased where a bank
or corporation dissolves or withdraws from the state during any year
and the provision for offset of taxes in sections 3,4 and 26 are al-
lowed to remain, a change should be made in the method of determining
the tax liability for the months prior to dissolution or withdrawal.
Under the present provisions of the Act it would seem that a
bank or a corporation dissolving or withdrawing during a year would be
entitled to the full offset provided in sections 3,4 and 26 from its
tax for the months preceding such dissolution or withdrawal, notwith-
standing the fact that only a proportion of the net income for the
previous year is used in computing said tax.
This result follows from the language of section 26 which pro-
vides:
Sec. 26. Offset for local taxesZ A corporation subject to the
tax herein provided for shall receive an offset against said.
tax, subject to the limitations provided in section 4 hereof,
for real and personal property taxes paid upon its property to
any county, city and county, city, town or other political
subdivision of the State during the taxable year. Every bank and
banking association subject to the tax herein provided for
shall receive an offset against said tax, subject to the lim-
itations provided in section 3 hereof, for taxes paid upon its
real property during the taxable year to any county, city and
county, city, town, or other political subdivision of the State.
It is to be observed that the offset is allowed against the tax
without regard to the section under which the tax is computed. In the
case of a bank or corporation which dissolves or withdraws during any
year the 'tax' provided for in the Act is the tax provided for in the
third paragraph of Section 13.
'The full offset is undoubtedly allowed against the 'tax' provided
for in sections 1, 2 and 4, and, as no exception is made for a partial
offset from the 'tax' provided for in section 13, the full offset
granted by Section 26 must be allowed from this "tax' also,'
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The following examtple will illustrate how the present system op-
erates. Suppose a corporation has a net income during one taxable
year of $1,000,000, and dissolves six months after the close of said
taxable year. The tax for the six months prior to dissolution is com-
puted by taking one half of 1,000,000, that is $500,000 and multiply-
ing this amount by 4, the amount thus obtained being $20,000. Sup-
pose further that the corporation has an offset allowance of $15,000
for real and personal property taxes paid in the preceding year. The
full amaunt of such allowance under the terms of the act is ofiset trom
0 alculated above. The result is that the corporation's tax
for half a y#ar is but $5,000 plus 4% of the offset (last paragraph of
section 28) or $5,600 whereas if it had exercised its corporate fran-
chise during the entire year, its tax would have been $25,000 plus 4
of the offset, $1,000,000 x 47 or $40,000 less $15,000 plus 4o thereof
or $25,800. Thus for exercising its corporate franchise for half a
year, the corporation pays approximately only one-fifth the amount it
would have paid had it exercised its franchise during the entire year.
It would seem only reasonable that for the months prior to dis-
solution or withdrawal, a bank or corporation should pay a tax at least
in an amount not less than that proportion of the tax it would have
paid had it exercised its franchise during the entire year which the
number of months prior to dissolution or withdrawal bears to the entire
year. To meet this condition the corporation in the example above
would have had to pay one half of $25,600 or $12,800 rather than $5,800.
Reoendatlon:
If the recommendations heretofore made with regard to the aboli-
tion of offsets and the treatment of banks and corporations that dis-
solve or withdraw during any year are not followed the ,third para-
graph of section 13 should be amendedto read as follows:
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"Any bank or corporation which is dissolved and any foreign
corporation which withdraws from the State during any year shall
pay a tax hereunder for the months of its fiscal year which
precede such dissolution or withdrawal, according to or measured
by such proportionate part of the net income of the preceding
taxable year as the number of months of the year prior to such
dissolution or withdrawal bears to the number of months of the
preceding taxable year. Provided, however, that in the ,ease of
any bank or corporation which is dissolved, or which withdraws
from the state during any year, the offset from the tax for the
months prior to such dissolution or withdrawal shall not exceed
that proportion of the offset computed under section 26 which
the number of said months prior to such dissolution or with-
drawal bears to the number of months of the preceding taxable
year but shiall not exceed the amount of real and personal prop-
erty taxes paid during said preceding taxable year. In any
event, each such corporation shall pay a minimum tax not subject
to offset of $25 for such period.
The present provisions of this section relating to the computa-
tion of the taxes of banks or corporations which dissolve or withdraw
from the state or which commence to do business in the state make no
exception in the case of corporate reorganizations, consolidations or
mergers. Hence, simply because of a change in the corporate structure
by which abusiness is operated, the taxes due the state for the priv-
ilege of operating that business in a corporate form will vary in
amount from what they would have been had such change not occurred.
For example, suppose "A*, a corporation reporting on a calendar year
basis, operates a business which yields a net income of $500,000 in
1932, and a net income of $200,000 in 1933, half, or $100,000 of which
is produced in the last six months of 1933. Its tax for the year 1933
computed at the rate of 4%o of the net income for the year 1932 will be
$20,000. Its tax for the year 1934 computed at the same rate on the
basis of the net income for the year 1933 will be $8,000. IAs total
tax for the years 1933 and 1934 will be $28,000. Now suppose a re-
organization occurs in 1933 pursuant to which "A" dissolves or with-
draws from the state, and "B" corporation is organized and takes over
the business, on June 30, 1933. "A'ts tax for the first six months
of the year 1933, computed at the rate of 4% of that proportion of
'the net income of the preceding taxable year as the number of months
of the year prior to such dissolution or withdrawal bears to the entire
preceding taxable year' will be $10,000. If 'B" reports on a calendar
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year basis, its tax for its first taxable year, i.e., the last six
months of 1933, computed at the rate of 4% of the net incoae for said
year, i.e., $100,000 will be $4,000 Its tax for its second taxable
year, i.e., 1934, computed at the rate of 41 of $net incone which is
in the 'same proportion to the net income for the first taxable year
as the number of months in the second taxable year bears to the number
of mouths covered by the return for the first taxable year' will be
$8,000. Thus the total tax for the years 1933 and 1934 will be but
*33,000 as compared to $28,000, the amount it would have been had a
reorganization not been effected in 1933. 'Now suppose the business
yields a net income of $200,000 in the year 1932, and a net income of
$500,000 in the year 1933, half or $250,000 of which is produced in
the last six months of 1933, If 'A' is not reorganized, its tax will
be $8,000 for the year 1933, and $20,000 for the year 1934, or a total
of $38,000 for the two years. If, however, a reorganization similar
to the one mentioned in the above example occurs, "Angs tax for the
first six months of 1933 will be $4,000, #Buis tax for the last six
months of 1933 will be $10,000, and for the year 1934 well be $20,000.
In other words, the tax for the two years 1933 and 1934 will be $34,000
or $8,000 greater than it would have been had no reorganization occurred,
In case of a consolidation of two or more corporations pursuant
to which the consolidating corporation dissolve or withdraw from the
state and a new consolidated corporation comes into existence, the
taxes of the consolidating corporations for the months of the year
prior to dissolution or withdrawal will be computed in the same manner
ea ne tax of a corporation which dissolves or withdraws from the
state pursuant to a reorganization is com~puted for the monthls of the
year prior to dissolution or withdrawal, Likewise, the taxes of the
consolidated corporation for its Tirst and second taxable years will
be computed in the same manner as the taxes of a corporation which
comes into existence pursuant to a reorganization are computed for its
first and second taxable years. Hence, a similar variation in taxes
will result in case of a consolidation as will result in case of a
reorganization,
Where a corporation merges with an existing corporation and
thereupon dissolves or withdraws from the state, its tax for the
months of the year prior to dissolution or withdrawal will be meas-
ured by a portion only of the net income of the preceding taxable
year. TIe balance of the net income for the preceding year, and the
entire net income for the months of the year prior to dissolution or
withdrawal will not be used as a measure of any francnise tax. The
surviving corporationts tax for the taxable year in which the merger
occurs will be measured only by the net income of the taxable year
preceding the year in which the merger occurs, wnich obviously will
not include any of the net income of the business of the merged cor-
poration. Its tax for the taxable year succeeding the year in which
the merger occura will be measured by the net income of the year in
which the merger oco rs, including the net income of the business of
the merged corporation for such year which is earned subsequent to the
merger. But even if the merger had not occurred, this income would
have been used as a measure of a tax either on the surviving corpora-
tion or on the merged corporation. Consequently, whenever a merger
occurs, the taxes due the state will be less, because of the merger,
than they would have been had the merger not occurred.
Recommendation
.It seems only reasonable that the taxes due the state for the
privilege of operating a business under corporate form should not vary
because of a change by way of reorganisation, consolidation, or merger,
in the corporate structure by which that business is operated, but
should be measured by the same income they would have been measured by
had a reorganization, consolidation or merger not occurred. If the
recommendation heretofore made to the effect that taxes levied under
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the act should not be subject to abatement or refund because of the
cessation of business or corporate existence of any bank or corporation
during any taxable year is followed, then this result can be effected
by adding to the second paragraph of Section 13, whether or not it is
amended as heretofore recommended, a provision to the effect that the
said second paragraph shall not apply to a bank or corporation which
commences to do business in this state pursuant to a reorganization or
pursuant to a consolidation of two or more banks or corporations, and
then insert the following between the second and third paragraphs of
Rection 13:
"Where a bank or corporation commences to do business in
this state pursuant to a reorganization of a bank or corpora-
tion, it shall pay no tax for its first taxable year, but its
tax for its second taxable year shall be adjusted upon the
basis of its net income for its first taxable year, and also
upon the basis of the net income of the reorganized bank or
corporation for the months of the taxable year prior to the re-
organization. Every such bank or corporation in its return
filed for its first taxable year shall specify all such facts
with respect to the reorganized bank or corporation for the
months of the year prior to the reorganization as the commission-
er may require in order to carry out the provision of this
paragraph. The term t reorganizationt as herein used shall in-
clude (1) a transfer by a corporation of all or a part of its
assets to another corporation if immediately after the transfer
the transferor or its stockholders or both are in control of the
corporation to which the assets are transferred; or (2) a re-
capitalization; or (3) a mere change in identity, form, or place
of organization, however effected,
"Where a bank or corporation commences to do business in
this state pursuant to a consolidation of two or more banks or
corporations, it shall pay no tax for its first taxable year,
but its tax for its second taxable year shall be adjusted upon
the basis of its net income for its first taxable year and also
upon the basis of the net income of the consolidated banks or
corporations for the months of their taxable years prior to the
consolidation. Every such bank or corporation in its return
filed for its first taxable year shall specify all such facts
with respect to the consolidated banks or corporations for the
months of their taxable years prior to the consolidation as the
commissioner may require in order to carry out the provisions
of this paragraph.
'Where a bank or corporation, or two or more banks or cor-
porations, merge with another bank or corporation, the tax of
the surviving bank or corporation for its taxable year succeed-
ing its taxable year in which the merger occurs shall be adjusted
upon the basis of its net income for its preceding taxable year
and also upon the basis of the net income of the merged banks or
corporations for the months of their taxable years prior to the
merger, Every such surviving bank or corporation in its return.
for its taxable -year in which the merger occurs, shall specify
all such facts with respect to the merged banks or corporations
for the months of their taxable years prior to the merger as the
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commissioner may require in order to carry out the provisions
of this paragraph,'
EXPLANAT ION
The following examples may be helpful in understanding how
the above recommendation will operate if followed, provided, of
course, that the recommendation heretofoaemade with respect to
the abatement or refund of taxes in case of the cessation of
business or corporate existence of any bank or corporation dur-
ing any taxable year is also followed.
(1) Suppose 'An a corporation reporting on a calendar year
basis has $500,000 net income for 1932 and $200,000 net income
for 1933, half or $100,000 of which is earned in the first six
months of 1933. Its tax for 1933 calculated on the basis of its
net income for 1932 will be $20,000." Its tax for 1934 computed
on the basis of its net income for 1933 will be $ 8,000,, Now
suppose a reorganization occurs on June 30, 1933, pursuant to
which aX corporation is organized and all of the assets of #A"
are transferred to "X'. Even though "A" ceases doing business
in the state or dissolves or withdraws from the state during the
far 1933 its tax for 1933 will not be subject to abatement or
refund. Consequently its tax for 1933 will be $20,000. "I
will not pay any tax for its first taxable year, but its tax
for its second taxable year, the year 1934 if it reports on a
calendar year basis, will be measured by its net income for the
first taxable year, $100,000, tand also by the $100,000 net in-
come of 'A" for the months of the year 1933 prior to the re-
organization. Its tax for the year 1934 so computed will be
$8,000. Thus the taxes of the two corporations for the two years
1933 and 1934 will be $28,000, the amount "A*'s taxes would have
been had the reorganization not occurred.
(2) Suppose 'B' a corporation reporting on a calendar year
basis, has a net income of $200,000 for 1932, and a net income
of $400,000 for 1933 htalf or $200,000 of which is earned during
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the first six months of 1933. 'B"'s tax for 1933 will be
$8,000, and for 1934 will be $16,000. Its total taxes for the
two years will be $24,000. Now supposeN A" and "B" consolidate
on June 30, 1933, thus forming "Y" corporation, and thereupon
dissolve or withdraw from the state prior to the close of the
year 1933. The Taxes of "A" and "Bu for the year 1933 will be
the same as they would have been had the consolidation not
occurred, i.e. $20,000 and $8,000 respectively, or a total
of $28,000 $TO will pay no tax for its first taxable year, but
its tax for its second taxable year, the year 1934 if it reports
on a calendar year basis, will be measured by its net income
for the first taxable year in the amount of $300,000 ($100,000
from WA''s business and $200,000 from "B"'s business for the
last six months of 1933) and also by the $100,000 net income
of "A" and the $200,000 net income of "B" for the months of the
year 1933 prior to the consolidation. Thus its taxes for the
year 1934 will be $24,000. The total of the taxes of the three
corporations for the two years 1933 and 1934 will be $42,000.
The taxes of "A" and "B" for the two years also would have been
$42,000 if the consolidation had not occurred.
(3) Suppose "A" merges in "B" on June 30, 1933, instead of
consolidating with "Be and thereupon dissolves or withdraws from
the state prior to the close of the year 1933. "A"'s tax for
the year 1933 will be $20,000, and "B"'s tax for the year 1933
will be $8,000. "B" tax for the year 1934 will be measured
by its net income for the preceding year which will amount to
$500,000 ($100,000 of which is attributable to the business of
"A" for the last six months of the year 1933, and $400,000 of
which represents the amount of net income "B" would have earned
during the year 1933 had the merger not occurred) and also by
the $100,000 net-income of *A" for the months of the year 1933
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prior to the merger. As so measured, its tax for the year 1934
will amount to $24,000. Thus the taxes of the two corporations
for the two years 1933 and 1934 will amount to $42,000 which is
the same amount they would have been had the merger not occurred.
If tne recommendation heretofore made with respect to the
abatement or refund of taxes in case of the cessation of business
or corporate existence, of any bank or corporation during any tax-
able year is not followed, then the following should be added to
the first sentence of the third paragraph of Section 13:
Provided, however, that the taxes levied under this Act
shall not be subject to abatement or refund because of the
uessation of business or corporate existence of any bank or cor-
porate existence of any bank or corporation pursuant to a re-
organization, consolidation, or merger.
The fourth paragraph of section 13 provides that if any bank
or corporation discontinues actual operations within the state.
in any year and thereafter has no net income but does not dissolve
or withdraw from the state, it shall in the succeeding year and
thereafter until dissolution, withdrawal or resumption of opera-
tions pay an annual tax to the state of $25.
In so far as this paragraph operates to require a $25. tax
in cases where a bank or corporation does not have any income for
the preceding year it is subject to various objections.
As applied to foreign corporations this paragraph is of
doubtful constitutionality for the reasons given above in the
discussion of the definition of "doing business"
As applied to banks this provision is probably not con-
stitutional because not jgn pursuance of the constitutional pro-
vision (Section 16 of Article 13 of the state constitution) under
which the act was passed which makes no provision for a minimum
tax with regard to banks but which contemplates a tax on banks
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according to or measured by net income. A minimum tax when
there is no net income would obviously not be measured by
net income. Furthermore, as applied to national banks it is
probably unconstitutional for a similar reason because not
in pursuance of the provisions of Section 5219 of the Revised
Statutes of the United States that such banks may be taxed
"according to or measured by their net income.' It may be
argued that although this provision is unconstitutional with
respect to national banks it is valid as regards state banks
under paragraph 1 (b) of Section 16 of Article 13 which gives
the legislature power to provide for a tax on banks in lieu of
a tax measured by net income. The answer to this argument,
however, is contained in the proviso to paragraph 1 (b) that
"such form of taxation snall apply to all banks located within
the limits of this state," In other words a minimum tax to be
in the state. It cannot apply to bational-banks
valid under paragraph 1 (b) must apply to all Dankgf in view
of the restrictions in Section 5219 consequently it cannot apply
to state banks.
Furthermore, it should be observed that if a bank contin-
ues operations and has some net income, although no.t in an amount
sufficient to give rise to a tax of $25. the paragraph of section
13 here discussed would not be applicable for the reason that it
spplies only if the bank or corporation "discontinues actual op-
erationsn and othtereafter has no net income." It is rather dif-
ficult to explain why a bank that discontinues operations and
has no net income should pay a greater tax than a bank that con-
tinues operations and has net income.
Insofar as domestic corporations are concerned, :it would seem
that this paragraph of Section 13 is superfluous inasmuch as cor-
porations are subjected to a minimum tax of $25. per year under.
section 4 of the act.
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Even if the purpose of this paragraph is to obtain only a minimum
tax of $25 from each of the banks or corporations affected thereby that
purpose is not likely to be accomplished because they may use their
off-set allowance against this tax for the same reasons given above in
the discussion of the third paragraph of Section 13.
Recommendation: To safeguard against this contingency the words
$not subject to offset" should be inserted in this paragraph immediately
after the words, "annual tax" if this paragraph is retained.
It is probable that one of the purposes of this paragraph is to
nollify the effect of the statutory definition of "doing business" as
amended in 1931, to include "the right to do business". Prior to the
1931 amendment to the definition of doing business, if a bank or cor-
poration discontinued actual operations in any year and did not resume
operations thereafter, it paid no tax for the year succeeding such dis-
continuance, regardless of whether it dissolved or withdrew from the
state, and regardless of whether it realized a net income in the year
in which it discontinued operations, for the reason that as it did
not do business during such succeeding year, it was no longer taxable
under the act, For example, suppose a corporation did business from
January 1, 1929 to November 31, 1929, and then discontinued all opera-
tions. Suppose further that during this period it received, let us
say, a net income of $100,000. No return of this income was required.
Since the 1931 amendment defining doing business to include the right
to do business, a corporation that discontinues business during & year
and does not dissolve during that year remains subject to the Act and
is required to file a return for that year and for all succeeding years
until it is dissolved. For example, a corporation engages in business
transactions from January 1, 1932, to November 31, 1932, at which time
it discontinues actual operations. During this period it received
$100,000 net income. If the corporation does not dissolve during the
year 1932, it must make a return in 1933 of the $100,000 earned turing
the year 1932, and, unless a different result is required by the fourth
paragraph of section 13, it will have to pay a tax for the year 1933
based on the $100,000 earned during the year 1932 for the privStege of
gg .business" in the statutory sense during the year 1933 even though
its place of business is cloaed down, all of its employees discharged
and no business transactions of any kind are entered into. It may be
that the purpose of the fourth paragraph of section 13 is to require
only a $25 tax from this kind of bank or corporation and to exempt it
from a tax computed on the basis of the net income received during
the year 1932. If this is the purpose of the provision that purpose
is not adequately provided for in view of the language used. To ob--
tain the benefit of the exemption certain conditions are prescribed:
(1) The bank or corporation must discontinue operations; (2) it must
thereafter have no net income; (3) it must not dissolve or withdraw
from the state. In other words if after such discontinuance it re-
ceives some net income no matter how small the amount thereof may be, or
if it dissolves in the year succeeding such discontinuance of operations
a tax based on the preceding year ts net income must be paid. It is dif-
ficult to see any reason why the presence of these facts should subject
the bank or corporation to a greater tax than would be exacted if no
net income were thereafter received or if it did not dissolve or
withdraw.
If the recommendation regarding the repeal of the 1931 amendment
to the definition of doing business is followed this paragraph will no
longer be necessary to accom:plish the purpose of exempting banks or cor-
porations, that discontinue actual operations, from a tax in the suc-
ceeding year based upon the net income of the year inirhich the opera.-
tions are discontinued. On the other hand, if that recommendation is
not followed and the legislature is to be taken seriously as actually
meaning that "doing business" includes the "right to do business" con-
sistency would seem to demand that such banks or corporations be
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treated no differently from any other bank or corporation that is diag
business within the meaning of the act or more specifically within the
meaning of other parts of the definition of doing business.
-omendation;
Repeal the fourth paragraph of Section 13.
$option 14
Consolidated Returns Provision Ambiguous and Probably Invalid
The apparent purpose of permitting consolidated returns is to tax
as a business unit what in reality is a business unit. The California
statute, however, is seriously defective in not clearly providing for
the computation of the tax in the case consolidated returns are filed.
Sections 1,2, and 4 of the act specifically provide that "every" bank
and '8very" taxable corporation shall pay a tax according to or meas-
ured by "its" net income. Section 13 sets forth the method of comput-
ing the tax on corporations commencing to do business in the state
after the effective date of the act and choosing as a .taxable year a
period less than twerlve months, and section 14 provides that in the
case of a bank or corporation which is a member of the affiliated group
for a fractional part of the year the consolidated return shall include
the income of such bank or corporation for such part of the year as it
is a member of the affiliated group. If a comporationscommences busin-.
ess as a member of the affiliated group and also commences business
during a fractional part of the taxable year of the group will its
tax be computed according to Section 13 or will that section be super-
seded and the new corporationts income and losses be merged in the
income add losses of the old members of the group and its tax for its
first taxable year incorporated in the tax on the group as a unit and
will losses incurred by some of the corporations before the new cor-
poration joined the group offset the income of the new member? Section
14 simply permits the filing of consolidated returns but omits to
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provide for computing the tax when such returns are filed,. Such fail-
ure, it may be argued, leqves sections 1,2,4 and 13 in full force
and effect so that although consolidated returns are filed the tax
is nevertheless to be computed upon the net income of each corpora-
tion in compliance with those sections. In other words by failing
to provide that the tax snall be computed upon the consolidated net
income of the group the provisions for consolidated returns is ren-a
dered meaningless and it would seem the property tax offsets and los-
sea of one corporation may not offset the net income or reduce the tax
on the other corporations. It may be contended tnat the words "con-
solidated returns" as used in Section 14 n~cessarily involve consol-
idating the net income and taxing such income as a unit as if the af-
filiated group were a single corporation. Some support for this con-
tention may be found in Section 26 of the act which states tnat, Where
a consolidated return has been made under section 14 hereof the offset
allowable against the tax ]abilit of the consolidatedgrou may in-
clude said property taxes paid during said period by all corporations
which are included in the consolidated group subject to the limita-
tions of Section 4 hereof." But if this contention is sound other
difficulties must be met. Upon whom is the tax assessed when con-
solidated returns are filed? Is it assessed against thebparent cor-
poration, against each corporation in proportion to the net income
properly assignable to each, is the tax apportioned among the cor-.
;porations as directed by the parent corporation or as they may agree
among themselves or are the members severally liable for the tax as-
sessed upon the group? Sections 1;;2,4 and 13, perhaps afford the only
direct answers to these questions.
Is the parent corporation the only one liable for the tax and is
it the only one that may be sued, does the lien apply only to its prop-.
erty and is it the only one subject to the suspension provision of Sec-
to
tion 32? The act fail)sanswer these questions specifically.
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Even if it be determined that the statute authorizes the computa-
tion of the tax on the consolidated net income of the group, thereby
permitting the losses and property tax offsets of one corporation to
offset the net income and reduce the tax of other corporations a very
serious constitutional question must be met. The constitutional seo-
tion in pursuance of which the act was passed makes no provision for
consolidated returns but provides that taxable corporations shall be
taxed according to or measured by "theirmnet income." Corporations
that are allowed to offset their net income by the losses of other
corporations are obviously not being taxed according to "their"net
income. If it be held that the statute does not impose the tax set
forth in the constitutional section the problem that will then arise
will be similar to that discussed above in connection with the new
definition of doing business, namely, whether levying such a tax is
providing by law for another method of taxing franchises "authorized in
this constitution" according to paragraph 2b of Section 16 or is with-
in the legislative athority independently of that section.
Consolidated Returns Provision Probably Invalid as Aplied to
National Banks
If section 14 permits affiliated groups to be taxed as if they
were a single corporation an interesting problem is presented by the
1931 amendment to that section withdrawing the right Of banks to file
a consolidated return with non-banking corporate members of ,the affil-
iation. The effedt of the mendment is to prevent banks from writing
off' against their net income the losses of their non-banking corporate.
associates from eliminating intercompany profits, ad from reducing.
their taxes by the offsets of local taxes paid by such associates. Sec-
tion 5219 of the United States Revised Statutes provides that the rate
I
of tax on national banks "shall not be higher than the rate assessed up-
on other financial corporations nor higher than the highest of the
rates assessed by the taxing state upon mercantile, manufacturing and
business corporations doing business within its limits." The word
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"rate' as used in Section 5219 under the share method of taxation authw
orized thereby has been held to apply not only to the arithmetical meas-
ure or percentage of tax but also the basis of assessment, discrimina-
tion as to either being a violation of that section. There is no
reason to doubt that the same interpretation will be given the word
'rate" as used in the income tax methods adthorized by that section.
Issmuch as not only other financial corporations but in fact all
taxable corporations other than banks are allowed deductions and off-
sets not allowed national banks, there seems to be a clear violation
of the conditions of the federal statute.
Section 5219 also presents another question if the consolidated
returns provision is interpreted to permit losses of members of the
banking group to offset income of other members and to permit the real
property tax offsets of members to reduce the tax on other members.
Section 5219 authorizes a tax on national banks according to or meas-
ured by "their" net inconpe. If some national banks are permitted to
offset their net income by losses of other banks, national or state,
or to reduce their tax by the real property tax offsets of other banks
a plausible argument can be made that they are not being taxed accord-
ing to or measured by "their" net income and that the provisions of
Section 5219 are being violated.
The act imposes a franchise tax on the privilege of doing business
as a corporation. Yet some corporations may avoid entirely or greatly
reduce the tax on their franchise if they are permitted to offset losses
and deductions of other corporations. This consequently reduces to a.
great extent the revenue which would otherwise be obtained under the. act.
Consolidated returns may perhaps be justified under a direct net income
tax but it is difficult to see their place under a franchise tax imposed
for the privilege of doing business as a corporation. The consolidated
returns provision encourages the multiplication of corporations and the
segregation or separate incorporation of activities which would normall)
..........
be carried on as branches of one concern. If a corporation or the
group in control thereof wish to avail themselves of the privilege of
incorporating the various departments of their business why should they
not pay the price for such privilege?
Re oommendation:
roposed'Amendment
If the state desires to continue to allow the privilege of filing
consolidated returns it is recommended that the following, for pur-
poses of clarity and definihess, be added to Section 14:
If a consolidated return is made subject to the provisions
of this section the tax imposed under this act shall be computed
as aunit upon the consolidated net income of the group. Except
as hereinafter provided the parent corporation and each subsid.-
iary, a member of the group during any part of a consolidated
period shall be severally liable for the tax (including any de-
ficiency in respect thereof) computed upon the consolidated net
income of the group. If a subsidiary by reason of a bona fide
sale of stock for fair value has ceased to be a member of the af-
filiated group its liability shall remain unchanged, except that
if such cessation occurred prior to the date upon which any such
deficiency is assessed such deficiency in the case of such former
subsidiary shall be reduced to an amount equal to such part as
may be allocable to it upon the basis of the consolidated net
income properly assignable to it. In no case, however, shall any
demand for the payment of any deficiency be made, or any proceed-
ing in court for the collection thereof be begun against such
former subsidiary prior to the determination by the commissioner
that the amount of the deficiency cannot be collected from the
parent corporation and the corporation (If any) remaining members of
the affiliated group.
The Commissioner shall prescribe such regulations as he may
deem necessary in order that the tax liability of an affiliated
group of corporations making a consolidated return and. of each cor-
poration in the group during, before and after the period of af-
filiation may be determined, computed, assessed, collected, and ad-
justed in such manner as clearly to reflect the income and to prevent
avoidance of tax liability.
Further Recommendations
Corporations are allowed to make consolidated returns in cases
that would not be allowed under the federal act, namely, in cases
in which "at least ninety-five per centum of the stock of each of
'I
the banks in the banking group, or of each of the corporations in
the corporate group is owned by the same interests or by the same
stockholders." The former federal revenue acts contained a pro-
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vision corresponding to the one just quoted but so many difficult
and complicated problems arose thereunder that beginning with the
taxable year 1929 it was abolished. If it was too complicated for
the federal government it is probably too complicated for Calif-
ornia and should be abolished in this state. The fewer the depart-
ures from the federal practice the fewer are the adjustments that
have to be made in the administration of the state tax.
:Mendmaent:
Repeal the following sentence toward the close of the second
paragraph of Section 14:
Nor if at least ninety-five per centum of the stock of
each of the banks in the banking group, or of each of
the corporations in the corporate group is owned by the
same interests or by the same stockholders."
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Under this section the basis of property acquired on or after
January 1, 1928, is the cost or inventory value therof, and the basis
of property acquired prior to January 1, 1928, and disposed of there-
after is the fair market value as of' lanuary 1, 1928.
An interesting problem is presented by the California statute
in instances in which the original cost of the property, less depreciation
actually sustained before January 1, 1928, is greater than its January
1 1928 value and greater than the selling price, but the January 1,
1928, value :Le less than the selling price. The difference between
the January 1, 1928, value and the selling price represents a gain for
that period, although on the transaction as a whole there is no gain but
in fact a loss. To include this difference between the January 1, 1928,
value and the selling price in the tax base as gain or income when as
a matter of fact no gain or income was realized on the investment seems
njust. Section 16 of Article XIII, in pursuance of which the statute
was passed, and Section 4 of the statute, contemplate a tax measured by
*net income".
These constitutional and statutory provisions may be interpreted
to modify Section 19 of the statute and prevent the inclusion of items
in the measure of the tax which really do not represent .income. The-
Supreme Court of the United States was confronted with substantially
an identical problem arising under the Federal Revenue Act of 1916.
That act contained a provision corresponding to Section 19 of the
California act, to the effect that the basis for the determination
of gain or loss of property acquired before March 1, 1913, was "fair
market price or value or such property as of March first, nineteen
hundred and thirteen". In Godrch v.Ewards((1921) 255 U.S. 257,
41, Sup. Ct. 390) the taxpayer acquired property in 1912, having a
value of $291,600. Its March 1, 1913, value was $148,635.50. It was
sold in 1916 for $269,546.25, obviously at a loss to its owner.
The court held that although the selling price was greater than the
March 1, 1913, value there was no taxable gain to the taxpayer.
After stating that the act provided that net income should include
"gains, profits and income", and after quoting the definition of
"income" approved by the courte in Eisner yMaeombe ( (1920) 252
U.S. 189,207,40 Sup. Ct. 189), as f t the gain derived from capital,
from labor, or from both combined?, provided it be understood to
include profits gained through sale or conversion of capital assets
the court declared: "It is thus very plain that the statute imposes
the income tax on the proceeds of the sale of personal property to
the extent only that gains are derived therefrom by the vendor, and we
therefor agree with the solicitor general that since no gain was
realized on this investment by the plaintiff in error no tax should
have been assessed aginst him." (See also Walsh v. Brewster (1921)
255 U. S. 536, 41 Sup. Ct. 392, in which the sale price exceeded both the
cost and the 1913 value, but the 1913 value was less than the cost,
but the court approved of a tax only on the actual gain.)
Just as the statute, using as it does without exception January
1, 1928, as the basic date, raises a question regarding the inclusion
of items as gains when there has actually been no gain, so also it
raises a question regarding the deduction of losses when.there has
actually been no loss. If the selling price was less than the
January 1, 1928, value but equal to or greater than the cost, the
difference between the January 1, 1928, value and the selling price
would represent a loss for that period, but on the transaction as a
whole there would be no loss, and in fact if the selling price were
greater than cost there would actually be a gain, which accrued,
however, prior to January 1, 1928. The Supreme Court of the United
States was also presented with this problem. In Undi StatgL .
Flannery ( (1925) 268 U.S. 98, 45 sup Ct.420) James Flannery bought
prior tolarch 1, 1913, certain corporate stock for less than $95,175.
If California should follow these cases in interpreting the
basic date provision of the California statute the results roaehed
would be just but the plain meaning of Section 19 of the statute
would be altered. So far as that section is concerned nothing is
said about actual gains or actual losses and it is arguable whether
the court should add such precepts to bhe statute, particularly in
view of the theory that the statute and constitutional section 
do
not purport to impose at4 tax on actual net income but impose 
a tax
on corporate franchises "measured by" the net income of fixed accounting
periods. (See Burnet v. Sanford & B. Co. (1951) 282 U.S. 059, 363
51 Sup. Ct. 150) If California follews the case just cited and 
an
item represents net income within the fixed accounting period it will
be included in the base regardless of whether or not there was
actually a loss rather than a gain on the particular transaction.
If that be true there should be no great objection to estimating
gain or loss on the sale of capital on the basis of a fixed period
(January 1, 1928, to date of sale) regardless of actual gain or
(1)
actual loss.
(1) Both the Federal statutes involved in the above cases and the
California statute prevent the taxation of gains that accrued prior
to the basic date although realized thereafter. There is some
doubt as to the power of Congress to impose an income tax under the
Sixteenth Amendment on gains which accrued prior tq March 1, 1913
(or rather February 25, 1915, the date the Sixteenth Amendment was
formally proclaimed to be adopted) even though realized thereafter.
See Lynch v. Turrish (1918) 247 U.S. 221, 38 Sup. Ct. 537, which
did not pass on the constitutional question but held such gains
were not income "arising or accruing" within the taxable~ year
within the meaning of the Revenue Act of 1913 which contained no
basic date provision limiting the tax to gains accruing after
February 28, 1913, as did the 1916 and later Revenue Acts. (With
regard to the constitutional question compare Town v. Eisner (1918)
245 U.S. 4148, 38 Sup. Ct. 158, and Eisner V. Macomber (1920) 252 U.S.
189. 40 Sup. Ct. 189, See also, hcever, Lynch v. Hornby (1918)
247 U.S. 339, 38 Sup. Ct. 543). The power of a state to tax income
realized after the passage of an income tax statute, although such
income represents gain which accrued prior thereto is less doubtful.
See Norman v. Bradley (1931).....Ga. ....... , 160 S.E. 413.
The basic date provisions in the state statute and the Federal
Statutes involved in the above cases seem also to prevent the
deduction of losses sustained before the basic date. In the Matter
of Appeal of San ?Christina Investment Co. (August 4, 1930) Prentice
Its market value on March 1, 1913, was $116,325 and he sold it in 1910
for $95,175, that is, for more than cost. Flannery died in larch,
1920 and his executors in returning his income for the year 1919 de-
dueted as a loss the difference between the sale price and the larch
1, 1913, value. The Supreme Court upheld the commissioner of in-
ternal revenue in disallowing the loss claimed. The 1918 Federal
veTenue Act, which was applible to this situation, contained sub-
stantially the same basic date clause as the 1916 act quoted above.
In the course of its opinion the court said;
"It is clear, in the first place, that the
provisions of the act in reference to the
gains derived and the losses sustained from
the sale of property acquired before March
1, 1915, were correlative and that whatever
effect was intended to be given to the
market value of property on that date in
determining taxable gains, a corresponding
effect was intended to be given to such
market value in determining deductible
losses. This conclusion is unavoidable
under the specific language of Section 202
(a) establishing one and the same basis for
aseertaining both gains and losses."
And further on, after referring to Goodrich v. Edwards and Walsh
v. Brewster, the court continued:
"So we think it should be held that the Act
of 1918 imposed a tax and allowed a deduc-
k- tion to the extent only that an actual gain
was derived or an actual loss sustained from
the investment, and the provision in reference
to the market value on March 1, 1913, was
applicable only where there was such an
actual gain or loss, that is, that this pro-
vision was merely a limitation upon the amount
of the actual gain or loss that would other-
wise have been taxable or deductible."
These cases seem to stand for the proposition that if there is a gain
after February 28, 1913, it will be taxable only to the estent that








is a loss after February 28, 1913, that portion thereof which re-
presents actual loss over the whole transaction will be deductible.
(1) See note next page.
It is conceivable that in spite of apparent inconsistencies such
action would involve, as indicated in United States v. Flannery, the
California courts might follow Goodrich v. Edwards and refuse to follow
United States v. Flannery. In that event they might hold on the one hand
that since the statute and the constitutional section under which it was
passed contemplate a tax measured by net ineome, only actual income or
actual gains may be included in the base; and hold on the other hand
that it is entirely a matter of legislative discretion what deductions
are allowed, and as there is no limitation on deductions in the con-
stitutional section or statute corresponding to the implied limitation
that only actual gains shall be included in the measure, and that as
a plain reading of the basic date provisions of the statute allows the
deduction of losses occurring after January 1, 1928, they should be
allowed even though they are offset by gains which accrued prier to
that time - gains which according to the rlain intent of the statute
are not to be considered.
Hall, State and local Tax Service, vol. 1, par. 11,050, the State
Board of Equalization denied the claim of one of the appellants that
the Commissioner should have considered the actual cost of the real
property acquired by it in 1914, less depreciation written off
between 1914 and 1928, as the basis ofr the determination of the
loss sustained upon the sale of the property in 1928. In Smith v.
Nichols (D.C. Mass. 1928) 28 F. (2d) 629, however, which involved the
Revenue Act of 1916, the court allowed the deduction of a loss
which was entirely sustained before Mardh 1, 1915. The March 1, 191,
value was lower than the cost and the selling price was also lower
than cost but greater than the March 1, 1913, value, thus part of
the loss which occurred prior to March 1, 1913, was in fact offset
by gains occurring after that date, but the court held that the
deductible loss was the difference between the cost and the selling
price. This decision seems to be clearly contrary to the plain
intent of the statute and unwarranted by the Supreme Court cases
above diseuesedd and its reasoning ivuld not be followed in inter-
preting the state act.
The present Federal Revenue Act (Revenue Act of 1988, sec. 113 (b)
and the Rev. Acts of 1924 (sec. 204 (b) and 1926 (sec. 204(b)
settle all these problems in favor of the taxpayer, allowing him
to deduct the greatest possible loss and taxing him on the least
possible gain. That Act (sec. 113 (b) provides: "The basis for
determining the gain or loss from the sale or other disposition of
property acquired before March 1, 1913, shall be : (1) the cost of
such property . . . or (2) the fair market value of such property
as of March 1, 1913, whichever is greater."
oMndation:
It is submitted that if the January 1, 1928, basic date is retained,
the fairest rule in this situation, from the standpoint of both the state
and the taxpayer, would provide that if there is a gain after January 1,
1928 the taxability of that gain will be limited to the portion of the
gain which represents actual gain accruing to the taxpayer over the
whole transaction beginning with the purchase of the property; and if
there is a loss after January 1, 1928, that portion of such loss will
be deductible which represents actual loss sustained over the wh6le
transaction.
Prggg d amendment if January 1. 1 q da2e is retained
Aend Secton19t read as folloya:
"For the purpose of ascertaining the gain derived or loss sustained
from the sale or other disposition of property, real, personal or
mixed, acquired on or after January 1, 1928, the basis shall be the
cost thereof, or the inventoried value if the inventory is made in
accordance with this act. In the case of property acquired prior
to January 1, 1928, and disposed of thereafter the basis shall be
cost thereof, provided, howver, that (1) if its fair market price
or value as of January 1, 1928, is in excess of such basis the gain
to be included in gross income shall be the excess of the amount
realized therefor over such fair market value; (2) if its fair
market price value as of January 1, 1928, is lower than such ba is,
the deducible loss is the excess of the fair market priedoor value
as of January 1, 1928, over the amount realized therefor; and (3)
if the amount realized therefor is more than such basis but not more
than its fair market price or value as of January 1, 1928, or less
than such basis but not less than such fair market price or value,
no gain shall be included in and no loss deducted from the gross
income."
Omit second paragraph of Section 19 as the situation covered thereby





January 1, 1928 Price Aet, constrt- Am rut
ed literally
1. $10,000 $15,000 $20,000 $ 5,000 gain $ 5,000 gain
2. 10,000 5,000 3,000 2,000 los 2,000
3. 10,000 50,000 20,000 10,000 loss Neither
4. 10,000 3,000 5,000 2,000 gain Neither
5. 10,000 5,000 20,000 15,000 gain 10,000 gai
6. 10,000 15,00%0 5,000 10,000 loss 5,000 loss
ag tit~on 1Rontinued:
In view of the recent great depression in property values a serious
question arises whether January 1, 1928 as a basic date should be re-
tained in the act. One of the most important practical.aspects of the
problem is this, namely ff gains accrue from now on to property ac-
quired by a corporation be fore January 1, 1928, and that property is
subsequently sold and such gain realized it will not be taxed by the
state unless the selling price exceeds the January 1, 1928 value of
such property. The state will never obtain a tax on such gains if the
present basic date is retained and if January 1, 1988 values represent
a peak which will not again be reached. If gains accrue after January
1, 1928 and are realized and there has actually been a gain over the
wholes transaction, (that is, if the selling price exceeds the cost
of the property) why should not the state tax such gain? If the basic
date is changed, let us say to January 1, 1932, and gains accruing
thereafter are taxed, an argument may be made that an undesirable dis-
crimnination against certain corporations would arise. Corporations
that did not sell such property until after the new date became
effective, for example, July 1932, would be subject to tax on such
gains but corporations that sold such property before the new date,
for example, December 31, 1931, would not be taxed thereon, In other
words why penalize corporations that hold such property until after
the new date? The answer to this question may be that the January 1,
1928 date should have been abandoned earlier and if some corporations
escaped a tax that perhaps should have been imposed upon then that
is no reason all other corporations should likewise be relieved from
such tax. This argument against a new basic date proves too much. It
would apply to any change in a statute that increased the burdenbupon th
affeeted by it, and accordingly no loophole in a taxing statute should
ever be closed for to close it will always discriminate against those
who were not quick enough or able to take advantage of it.
Of course, it there is a gain from now on in property values, and
Va corporation realizes such gain, that fact alone is not sufficient
justification for taxing it. Not only must there be a gain after
January 1, 1932, there must also be a gain over the whole transaction,
the selling price must also exceed the cost. In other words, the pro-
blem raised by Goodrich v. Edwards discussed above must be taken care
of if any change is made in the basic date.
It is believed that the fewer the differences between the state
act and the federal act the greater will be the convenience to the state
and to the taxpayer. For that reason it may be just as well to use the
basic date provided in the federal act, namely, March 1, 1915 or cost
whichever is greater. The argument against such date that was advanced
at the time the Bank and Corporation Franchise Tax Act was adopted is
hardly applicable now in view of present low property values. It was
then urged that gains which accrued between March 1, 1913 and January
1, 1928 and realized thereafter should not be taxed but that the tax
should be confined to gains accruing after January 1s 1928, for to
provide otherwise would penalize corporations that postponed the reali-
zation of such gains until after that date, and would be applying the
tax retroactively to gains accruing before an income tax was imposed
or even contemplated. If the state desired to follow the federal act
and provide for exceptional cases in which gain accrued to property
since March 1, 1913 and the value of such property is still greater
than the Mrch 1, 1913 value it could allow the taxpayer the alternative
of using the federal date or January 1, 1952.
Such alternative would also be to the advantage or the taxpayer if
January 1, 1932 values are lower than March 1, 1913 values, or lower
than cost Mbr greater loss will be deductible than if only January
1932, basis were used.
Pad ad-eAdnend t if'theJanuary-1,1928 date is abandoned
"For the purpose of ascertaining the gain derived or loss sustaine
from the sale or bther disposition of property, real, personal or
mixed, acquired on or after January 1, 1932, the basis shall be the
cost thereof, or the inventoried value of the inventory is made
in accordance with this act.
"In the case of property acquired prior to January 1, 1932, and
disposed of thereafter the basis shall be the cost thereof', pro-
vided, however, that (1) if its fair market price or value as of
January 1, 1932, is in excess of such basis the gain to be in-
eluded in gross income shall be the excess of the amount realized
therefor over such fair market price or value; (2) if its fair
market price or value as of January 1, 1932, is lower than such
basis, the deductible loss is the excess of the fair market price
or value as of January 1, 1932, over the amount realized therefor
and (3) if the amount realized therefor is more than such basis
but not more than its fair.market price or value as of' January 1,
1932, or less than such basis but not less than such fair market
price or value, no gain shall be included in and no loss deducted
from the gross income."
Provision for the federal basis could then be made as follows:
"At the option of the bank or corporation, in'lieu of determining
the basis as set forth in the preceding paragraph, in the case of'
property acquired after March 1, 1913, the basis shall be cost
thereof and in the case of property acquired before March 1, 1913,
the basis shall be the cost of such property or the fair market
price or value of such property as of March 1, 1913, whichever is
greater.
Illustration:
March 1, 1913 January 1, 1932 Selling 1932 basic Fedeal V
Cost value value price date basis
1. 10,000 15,000 10,000 20,000 10,000 gain 5,000 gain
2. 10,000 15,000 30,000 40,000 10,000 gain 25,000 gain
3. 10,000 8,000 5,000 3,000 2,000 loss 7,000 kos
asa 2 contined:
There is no provision in the act as it now reads for the deter-
mination of basis if the property were acquired by gift. This loop-
hole should be closed.
ProR~oped g ~m2nt
Add the following to the preceding proposed amendment to
Section 19:
"If the property was acquired by gift from any donor not
taxable under this act the basis shall be the basis that
such property would have had if such donor or lastt preceding
owner by whom it was not acquired by gift had been taxable
under this act. If the property was acquired by gift from
a bank or corporation taxable under this act the basis
shall be the same as it would be in the hands of the donor.
If the facts necessary to determine such basis are unknown
to the donee, the Commissioner shall, if possible, obtain
such facts from such donor or last preceding owner, or any
other person cognizant thereof. If the Commissioner finds
it impossible to obtain such facts, the basis shall be the
fair market v~xue of such property as found by the Commissioner
as of' the date or approximate date at which, according to the
best information that the Commissioner is able to obtain, such
property was acquired by such donor or last preceding owner.
Sectln12-continud:
Gains and Losses on Sale of Capital assets are
Inadequately Provided for and as a Result an
Unneceasary State of Confusion Exists Under
The Statute as It now Reads.
. The amount T* be compared with the basis for the purpose of as-
certaining gain or loss is not defined, Of course this figure must be
the amount received but there is no excuse for not stating such a
fundamental fact in the act.
2. No provision is made for adjustments on account of expenditures pro-
perly chargeable to capital aqpount which in fairness to corporations
should be allowed.
There is no provision for the diminution in the basis of stock for
capital distributions.
s4.If the recommendation made above regarding the use of a different
basis from fair market value as of January 1, 1928 is followed pro-
vision will have to be made for the allowance of depreciation actually
sustained before such date.
P9222sed, AnD ment:
It is recommended that the following provision, based upon
Section 111 and 115 of the federal act should be added to
whichever of the proposed amendments to section 19 submitted
above is adopted:
(a) Compttn ofLai orlos--Except as otherwise provided
in this section the gin from the sale or other disposition of'
property shall be the excess of the amount realized therefrom
over the basis herein provided and the loss shall be the excess
of such basis over the amount realized.
(b) Adjusntmentof bas--In computing the amount of gain or loss
under subsection (a)--
(1) Proper adjustment shall be made for any expenditure, reeeipt, loss
or other item, properly chargeable to capital account, and
(2) The basis, (if fair market price or value as of January 1, 198,
or January 1, 1932, if that date i-s adopted) shall be diminished by the
amount of the deductions for exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence
and depletion which have since January 1, 1928 (or January 1, 1932),
been allowable in respect of such property under this act. In addition,
if the property was acquired before January 1, 1928 (or January 1, 1932)
the basis (if other than the fair market price or value as of January 1,
1928 or January 1, 1932) shall be diminished in the amount of exhaustion
wear and tear, obsolescence, and depletion, actually sustAhed before
such date.
(c) AMount reaized--The amount realized from the sale or other dis-
position of property shall be the sum of any money received plus the
fair market price or value ofdthe property (other than money) received.
(d) Recon iZation of gain or loss--In the case of a sale or exchange,
the extent to which the gain or loss determined under this section shall
be recognized shall be determined under the proyisions of Section 20.
(e) Installmen pales--Nothing in this section shall be construed to pre-
vent (in the case of property sold under contract providing for payments
in installments) the inclusion in gross income of that portion of any
installment payment representing gain or profit in the year in which
such payment is eeivted.
(f) Distributionsiin l4quidation--Amounts distributed in complete
liquidation of a corporation shall be treated as in full payment in
exchange for the stock, and amounts distributed in partial liquidation
of a corporation shall be treated as in part or full payment in exchange
for the stock. The gain or loss to the distributee resulting from such
exchange shall be determined under this Section but shall be recognized
only to the extent provided in section 20.
(g) Other diptributins from capital--If any distributions (not in
partial or complete liquidation) made by a corporation to its share-
holders is not out of earnings or profits, then the amount of such
distribution shall be applied against *nd reduce the basis of the
stock and if in excess of such basis, such excess shall be included
in gross ineome in the same manner as a gain from the sale or ex-
ahange or property. The provisions of this subsection shall also
apply to distributions from depletion reserves based on the dis-
covery value of mines.
SettIon 21:
This section provides that when property is exchanged for
other property and no gain or loss is recognized under the pre-
ceding section, the property received shall be treated as taking
the place of the property exchanged therefor. Under the preceding
section (Section 20) the entire amount of gain or loss resulting
from an exchange is recognized with the exceptions provided for
in Section 112 of the-Federal Revenue Act of 1928. One of the
exceptions provided for in Section 112 applies to the situation
where property is transferred to a corporation in return for stock
of the corporation and immediately thereafter the transferor is
in control of the corporation. No gain or loss resulting from
the exchange is recognized. Under Section 112 of the Federal Act.
The same is true under the State Act by virtue of Section 20.
Consequently,.under Section 21 of the State Act the property trans-
ferred to the corporation is to be treated as acquiring the same
basis as the stock exchanged therefor. This provision is ambiguous
for the reason that it is difficult to understand how stock of a
corporation prior to its being tasted for the first time can be re-
garded as having any basis. Even if it can be regarded as having a
basis, considerable doubt exists as to what the basis should be
inasmuch as it might be the par value, the fair market value, or the
value of the property obtained in exchange for it.
Furthermore, it is to be noted that this section literally
construed is applicable only when no gain or loss is recognized
under the preceding section. Hence, when an exchange occurs and
gain resulting from the exchange is recognized under the preceding
section, the basis of the property received will be the basis pro-
vided for in Section 19 of the Act which is the cost of the pro-.
perty. The result of this is that when some of the gain, but not
the entire gain, resulting from an exchange is recognized under the
preceding section, the balance of the gain which is not recognized
at the time of the exchange will never be recognized. For example,
suppose "Xv a corporation, exchanges productive property which
cost $50,000 and which has increased in value to $100,000 for like
property worth $70,000 and $30,000 in cash. Under Section 112 of
the Federal Revenue Act, and consequently under Section 20 of the
State Act, gain to "X only in the amount of $50,000 will be re-
cognized. If "X" subsequently sells that property received for
$70,000 no further gain will be recognized under the State Act
since the basis of the property is the cost thereof, i.e. $70,000.
Consequently, gain only in the amount of $30,000 is recpgnized
although gain in the amount of $50,000 was realized by X" from
the transaction.
In view of the abQve, it would seem thct Section 21 should
be amended. It is to be noticed that Section 113 of the Federal
Revenue Act contains detailed provisions regarding the basis of
property received pursuant to an exchange with respect to which
either no gain or loss or with respect to which some, but not the
entire amount of gain resulting from the exchange, is recognized
under Section 112 of that Act. Inasmuch as Section 20 of the State
Act provides that gain or loss resulting from an exchange is to
be recognized only to the extent it would be recognized under Sec-
tion 112 of the Federal Revenue Act, it seems only reasonable that
provisions of Section 113 of the Federal Revenue Act relating to
the basis of the property received pursuant to an exchange with
respect to which the provisions of Section 112 of the Federal Re-
venue Act are applicable should be incorporated into the State Act.
However, if the provisions of Section 113 of the Federal Re-
venue Act are itcorporated into the State Act, a provision dif-
ferent from that contained in Section 115 of the Federal Act should
be made respecting the basis of property transferred to a cor-
poration in exchange for stock, or in exchange for stock and money
or property other than stock, where the transferor immediately
after the exchange is in control of the corporation. Section 115
(a) (8) provides that in such a transfer the property transferred
shall retain the same basis it had in the hands of the transferor
(with certain adjustments on account of any gain or loss to the
transferor which was recognized at the time of the exchange).
Since Section 115 (a) -() provides that the basis of the property
received by the tRansferor shall acquire the same basis as the
property surrendered (with adjustments on account of any gain or
loss to the transferor which was recognized at the time of the ex-
change), the effect of Section 113 (a) (8) is to provide'that the
property transferred and the property received shall have the same
basis, namely, the basis that the property transferred had in~the
hands off the transferor. Because of this rule, double taxation
will result in certain instances, and double deductions for loss
will be permitted in other instances, sa=sbe&Mrbn-e
benewhl-hepeaebbe-6ae~he=6aheses.For example, suppose
wA? Corporation, transfers property which has a basis of~ $50,000
and which has increased in value to $100,000 to "Be Corporation
in exchange for $100,000 of stock of "B" corporation and immed-
iately thereafter is in control of "B" corporation* The gain re-
sulting to "A" is not recognized. Hence, under Section 113 (a) (6)
the property received by "A" acquires a basis of $50,000 the basis
of the property transferred. The property transferred, in accord-
ance with Section 115 (a) (8) retains the basis it had i.e. $50,000.
If *B" sells the property transferred for $100,000 it will be taxed
on a gain of $50,000. If "A" sells the stock, received by it in
exchange for the property transferred, for -$100,000 is taxed although
a gain of but $50,000 was realized from the transaction.
Suppose on the other hand that the property transferred had
a basis of $100,000 and was transferred to "B" in exchange for
$50,000 of "B" ?s stock. If "B" sells the property for ,$50,000 it
will be allowed to deduct a loss of $50,000. If "A" sells the stock,
received by it in exchange for the property transferred, for $50,000
it also will be allowed to deduct $50,000 as a loss. Thus, de-
duotions totalling $100,000 will be allowed although a loss of but
$50,000 was sustained from the transaction.
Instead of providing, as is provided in Section 115 of the
Federal Revenue Act, that the basis of the property transferred
shall be the same as in the hands of the transferor, it would seem
better to provide that the basis of the property transferred should
be the value of the property at the time of the transfer. Under
this rule, if the property transferred is sold by the transferee
for an amount equal to the value of the property at the time of
the transfer, neither gain nor loss will be considered as resulting
to the transferee. Consequently, doule taxation will not result,
nor will double deductions for loss be permitted regardless of the
amount for which the stock received by the transferor is sold.
However an objection to this rule can be made on the grounds that




For example, suppose property which cost $50,000 is transferred
when it has increased in value bo $100,000. If the transferee sells
the property for $50,000, a deduction of $50,000 will be allowed
although over the entire transaction no loss has been sustained.
This objection can be met by providing that Whenever the basis of
the property in the hands of the transferor is less than the value
of the property at the time of the transfer, the basis Iof the
property transferred for all purposes other than determining gain
to the transferee shall be the same as in the hands of the trans-
foror. Thus, if the property transferred is sold by the transferee
for as much or more than it cost the transferor, no deduction for
loss will be allowed. If this modification is made, then a further
modification should be made to take care of the situation where
property is transferred to a corporation in exchange for stock of
the corporation and for money or property in addition to stock for
otherwise the transferee in some instances, may not be allowed to
deduct the full amount of loss which is actually sustained. For
example, suppose property having a basis of $50,000 is transferred
to a corporation in exchange for stock of the transferee and for
money and property other than stock in the amount of $60,000. If
the property transferred is sold by the transferee for $50,000, no
loss will be allowed if the basis is the same as in the hands of the
transferor although the transferee receives from the property less
than the value of the money and property it actually surrender~ed in
exchange for the property. It would seem that the basis of the pro-
perty transferred for all purposes other than for the determination
of gain should be the basis of the property in the hands of the
transferor increased by the amount of money and the value of the
property other than stock given in exchange there . Obviously,
however, the basis so computed should not exceed the value at the
time of transfer of the property transferred. A simple way of
effecting this result would be to provide that if the basis in the
hands of the transferor is less than the value of the stoek given in
exchange for the property transferred, the basis for all purposes
other thn determining gain, shall be the same as in the hands of the
transferor increased by the amount of money and the value of property
other than stock given in exchange therefor.
If the above solution is followed, it will be necessary to
define the term "basis in the hands of the transferor". In case the
transferor is a bank or corporation taxable under the act, the term
can be defined to mean the basis provided for in Section 19 of the
Act which provides a basis for property acquired on or after January
1, 1928, and also a basis for property acquired prior to January 1,
1928. However, in case the transferor is other than a bank or cor-
paration taxable under the Act it will not suffice to provide that
the 'basis in the hands of the transferor" shall mean the basis pro-
vided in Section 19 since that basis applies only to property ac-.
quired by a bank or corporation taxable under the Act. It will also
be necessary to define the term "control". Section 112 of the Federal
Revenue Act of 1928 contains a definition of the term as used in said
Section. Inasmuch as the above solution applies only to exchanges
where either no gain or loss is recognized, or where some, but not
entire amount of gain, is recognized under the preceding section which
prtbvides for the recognition of gain or loss with the exceptiods
specified in Section 112 of the Federal Revenue Act of 1928, it would
seem proper to define the term "control" as meaning the same as it is
defined to mean in Section 112 of the Federal Revenue Act of 1928.
Proposed Amendment
Amend Section 21 to read as follows:
When property is exchanged for other property and no gain or loss
or some gain but not the entire amount of gain, is recognized under
the preceding section, the basis of the property reeieved, except as
hereinafter provided, shall be determined in accordance with the pre-
vision of Section 115 of the Federal Revenue Act of 1928 which are
heeeby referred to and incorporated for the purpose of this section
with the same force and effect as though fully set forth herein.
When property is transferred to a bank or corporation of the
classes taxable under this Act in exchange for stock of such bank
or corporation, or in exchange for stock and money or property other
than stoek, and immediately thereafter the transferor is in control
of such bank or corporation, the basis of the property transferred
shall be the fair market value thereof at the time of the transfer
exeept that if the basis in the hands of the transferor of the pro-
perty transferred is less than the fair market value at the time of t
the transfer of the stock of such bank or corporation given in ex-
change therefor, then the basis of the property transferred shall be,
for all purposes other than dbtermining gain resulting to such bank
or corporation from the subsequent disposition of the property trans-
ferred, the same as the basis in the hands of the transferor increased
by the amount of money and the fair market value of property other
than stock of such bank or corporation given in exchange therefor.
The phrase "basis in the hands of the transferor" as herein
used is hereby defined to mean the basis provided for in Section 19
hereof if the transferor is a bank or oorporation of the classes
taxable under the Act; if the transferor is other than a bank or
corporation of the classes taxable under the Act, it shall mean the
cost to the transferor of the property transferred.
The term "control" as herein used is hereby defined to mean
the same as the term is defined to mean in Section 112 of the Federal
Revenue Act of 1928.
Propoped new section to be numbered §ectIon 2a:
tf offsets are abolished, or the rates increased, the basic date
for determining again or loss changed, or deductions allowed that
were not allowed under the old act or any other advantages or dissa..a
tages given or imposed upon banks or corporations an adjustment will hae
to be made for fiscal year corporations and the tax increased or de-
creased accordingly. The reason for this adjustment is to prevent
discrimination. For example, Sf the rates are increased calendar year
corporations will pay the increased rates for the entire year 1933, where
ts the new rates, unless an adjustment were made, would apply to fiscal
year corporatiozsonly for the months of 1933 following the close of their
fiscal years ending in 1933. Suppose a corporation with fiscal year
ending June 30, 1933. Unless an adjustment is made it will pay a tax
for the months of the year 1933, that is from January 1 to July 1,1933,
at the old rates, whereas a calendar year corporation will pay a tax
for these same months at the higher rate.
m~amenet:
It 1s submitted that the following amendment, based upon
secti0.105 of the federal act, should be added as section 22a
to the California Act.
"The tax for a period beginning in one calendar year (here-
inafter in this section called "first calendar year") and ending in
the following wlendar year (hereinafter in this section called
"second calendar year") where the law applicable to the second cal-
endar year is different from the law applicable to the first calendar
year,shall be the sum of :(l) the same proportion of a tax for the en-
tire period, determined under the law applicable to the fi'tat calendar
year and at the rates for such year, which the portion of such period
falling within the first year is of the entire period; and (2) the
same proportion of a tax for the entire period, determined under the
law applicable to the second calendar year and at the rates for such
year, which the portion of such period falling within the second ca 1
endar year is of the entire period.
N
"Any tax that has been paid under the law applicable to the
first calendar year if in excess of the tax imposed by this
section shall be refunded to the bank or corp-oration as
provided in Section 27. Any tax in addition to that paid
under the law applicable to the first calendar year made
necessary by this section shall be immediately due and
payable upon notice and demand from he commissioner.
Illustration:
Suppose a corporation with fiscal year ending June 30, 1953.
The income earned from July 1, 1931-July 1, 1932 basis for the tax
for period July 1, 1932 to July 1, 1953. Suppose that under the law
applicable in 1952 the tax on this corporation amounted to $1,000.
The proportion of such tax which the portion of the period falling
within 1932 is of the entire period is 6/12 or 1/2. One-half of
$1,000 is $500. Suppose that under the law applicable in 1953 the
tax on this corporation, if the law had been applicable for the
whole period, would have been $1,500. The proportion of such tax-
with the portion of the period falling within 1933 is of the entire
period is 6/12 of 1/2. One-half of $1500 is $750; $500 plus $750
equals $1,250 or the total tax on this corporation. The corporation
of course should already have paid the $1000 due under the old law.
In other words, it will be required to pay an additional amount of
$250.
Section 23:
Franchise Tax Coggpssioner Is Without Authorit~y to Extend
Time of $4ment of Second Installment
Under section 15 of the act the commissioner may grant a reasonable
extension of time for filing returns if in his judgment good cause
exists therefor but no such extension or extensions may aggregate more
than ninety days. Such an extension automatically extends the time
for the payment of the first installment of the tax by #irtuw of
Section 23 which provides: rWhere an extension of time for filing
returns has been granted by the commissioner under the provisions of
section 15 of this act, the first-installment shall be paid ,p~rior
to the expiration or such extension. If one-half of the tax is not
on or before its due date, or the due date as extended by the
eommissioner it shall be delinquent and a penalty of fifteen per
centum added thereto." There is no provision, however, for ex-
tending the time for payment of the second installment. Immediattly
following the language just quoted it is provided: "If the balance
is not paid at the time it is due and payable it shall be delinquent
and appenalty of five per centum added thereto." The time for paying
this balance is provided in the same section as follows: "The
balance of the tax shall be due and payable on or before.the fif-
t#eMnth day of the ninth month following the close of the taxable
year but nothing is said about extending the time for paying such
balance.
Proposed amendment:
Insert after the third paragraph of Section 23:
"At the request of the taxpayer, the commissioner may extend
the time for payment of the amount determined as the tax or
any installment thereof, or any deficiency for a period not
to exceed ninety days from the date prescribed forthe pay-
ment of the tax or any installment thereof or deficiency.
In such cawe the amount in respect of which the extension is
granted shall be paid on or before the date of the expiration
of the period of the extension. As a condition to the granting
of such extension the commissioner may require the taxpayer
to furnish a bond in an amount not exceeding double the amount
of the tax or installment thereof or deficiency. If any in-
stallment is not paid in full on or before the date fixed for
its payment either by this act or by the commissioner in
in accordance with the terms of an extension the whole amount of the
tax unpaid shall be paid upon notice and demand from the commissioner.R
Comment:
The last sentence protects the stateif the taxpayer is
in a precarious financial condition and may enable the con-
missioner to collect the tax before all resources of the tax-
payer are exhausted.
Seation P& (continued).
Extenuating .circumstances often exist which make the imposition
of penalties unduly severe. The following proposed amendment follows
the federal prActice and makes it possible to alleviate hardship in
meritorious cases.
'Pro ed ai endment:
Insert the following as aparagraph between the third and fourth
paragraphs of Section 23:
"The commissioner, with the advice and consent of the State
Board of Equalization and State Controller may compromise the
penalties and interest provided for in sections 23 and 24 of
this act."
Amend the fourth poagraph of section 23 to read as follows:
"All taxes, interest, and penalties imposed under this act and
sums offered in compromise must be paid to the commissioner
at Sacramento in the form of remittances payable to the Trea-
surer of the State of California, and he shall transmit said
payments daily to the State Treasurer.
Amend thelast paragraphofS ton 3 oread asfollqw:
WAll moneys received by the State Treasurer as bank and cor-
poration franchise tax collections hhall be deposited by him in
a special fund in the State Treasury, to be designated the
bank and corporation franchise tax fund, and moneys in said
fund shall, upon the order of the State Controller, be trans-
ferred into general fund of the State, or be drawn therefrom
for the purpose of refunding to taxpayers hereunder. Sums offered
in compromise hereunder shall be deposited with the State Treasurer
in a special-deposit account in the name of the commissioner. Upon
acceptance of such offer in compromise the amount so accepted shall
upon the order of the commissioner be transferred by the State
Treasurer from such special deposit account to the bank and cor-
poration franchise tax fund. Upon the rejection of any such offer
in compromise the commissioner shall certify to the State Board of
Control the amount thereof which shall be refunded to the maker
of such offer.
One year limitation on additional assessments is entirely too
short. It renders it practically impossible to make adjustments on
the audit of the federal return and thus-enables the taxpayer to
escape the payment of taxes rightfully due the state which the
commissioner could not reasonably be expected to assess within one
year. The limitation is two years in the federal act (Federal
Revenue Act of 1928, sec, 275a) but should be somewhat longer in
the state act to permit adjustments on the audit of the federal
return. A three year tiame limit is recommended.
ProDosed amendment:
In last paragraph of section 25 change the words "within one
year" to "within three years".
Under the act as it now reads the taxpayer has 150 days from the
determination by the State Board of Equalization of an appeal within
which to bring an action for the recovery of the tax. The commissioner,
on the other hand, has only sixty days, from such determination, to
appeal to the courts. It is believed that the 150 day allowance
is unnecessarily liberal and that the 90 day provision in section
30 is sufficient. This situation could be remedied by making the
determination of the deficiency final upon the determination by the
state board.
Proposed amendment:
Amend the fifth sentence of the third paragraph of Section
25 to read as follows:
"Said board shall hear and determine the same and thereafter
shall forthwith notify the taxpayer and the commissioner of its
determination, which shall be final upon the date of such notice
of the determination by said Board unless within sixty days
from the date of determination by said Board the commissioner
shall bring an action in his name as cemissioner against the
taxpayer in a court of competent jurisdiction to determine the
liability of the. taxpayer."
Repeal this section if offsets abolished.
Whether offsets are or are not abolished there is one change in
the interests of fairness to the state and to corporatio generally
that should be made. If a corporation is allowed an offset for real
or personal property taxes against the franchise tax and subsequently
a local subdivision makes a refund of real or personal property taxes
to such corporation and if it is too late, in view of the period of
limitations, for the commissioner to assess a deficiency to recover
the offset allowed on account of such refunded real or personal
property taxes, such corporation escapes a tax that in equity and
justice it should pay, and enjoys a benefit not enjoyed by other
corporations taxable under the act. If offsets are abolished the
amendme~nt should nevertheless be adopted to recover offsets previously
allowed on such refunded taxes.
OIf any real or personal property taxes are at any time
refunded to any bank or corporation taxable under this
act said bank or corporation shall report that fact to
the commissioner and shall pay a tax not subject to off-
aet in an amount equivalent to any offset which has been
allowed against any tax imposed under this act on account of sedk
refunded real or personal prop by taxes."
?r paed amPndment. If Sa an 8 is rVe4is
In lieu of Section 26 provide:
If any real or personal property taxes are at any time
refunded to any bank or corporation taxable under this
act and said bank or corporation has been allowed an
offset for such taxes against any tax impos6d under
this act, said bank or corporation shall report that
fact to the commissioner and shall pay tax in an amount
equivalent to any offset which has been allowed against
any tax at any time imposed under this act on account
of such refunded real or personal property taxes."
One year period in which to file a refund claim is ain-
reasonably short. Just as the period in the case of the
assessment of deficiencies should be extended to allow the state
to obtain the benefit of the federal audit so that period should
be extended to allow the corporation to obtain the benefit of such
audit.
Neither this section nor any other section of the Act
authorizes the crediting of an over payment of taxes on any taxes
which are due under the Act but which have not been paid. It seems
only reasonable that an overpayment should not be refunde ni
the taxpayerts tax liability to the state under the Act has been
discharged in full.
Amend the first and second paragraphs of Section 27 to read
as follows:
If in the opinion of the commissioner or said bond, as the
case may be, a tax has been computed in a manner contrary to law
or has been erroneously computed by reason of a clerical mistake
on the part of the commissioner or said board, such fact shall be
set forth in the records of the commissioner, and the amount of the
illegal levy shall be credited on any taxes then due from the tax-
payer under the Act, and the balance shall be refunded to the taxa*
er or its successor through reorganihation, merger, or consoli-
datien or to stockholders upon dissolution.
If any tax or penalty has been paid more than once, or has
te a*roneously or illegally collected, or has been erroneously
r Ill1ga1lly acoputed, the commissioner shall certify to the state
1Mard of sentrol the amount collected in excess of what was legally
, fro whom it was collected, or by whom paid, and if approved
b that board, the same shall be credited on any taxes then due from
the taxpayer under the Act and the balance shall be refunded to the
tampayer. But no such credit or refund shall be made unless a
elaim therefor is filed by the taxpayer with the commissioner with-
in three years from t date of overpayment. Every claim for credit
or refund must be in writing under oath and must state the specific
grounds upon which the claim is founded.
The Lign PrOVisigns of the StaU&S Create a Mey Confuse4
and Undesirable situpton.
It is apparently intended by the constitutional section that
the new tax should accrue upon a fixed date which, if in accord
with the general tax system set up in the constitutional article
otf which it is. a part, would be the first Monday In March of that
year. Apparently with this in mind the framers of the constitu-
tional section provided that "Said taxes shaDLbecome a Lien upon
the first Monday of March of 1929 and of each year thereafter",
thes establishing a lien date in accord with the lien date of the
other taxes provided for by Article XIII. One of the outstanding
characteristics of the tax system set up by Article III is the f
that the accrual of the tax ard the attachment of its lien are coin-
cident. Thus, under that article, the fixing of the tax obligation.
on the subject of the tax and the erettion of the tax lien must be
regarded as occurring simultaneously, although, of course, the
asuant of the tax may not be ascertained until later, in which
east there is a relation back to the date when the tax first accrued
and became a lien. (Estate of Backesto (1925) 63 Cal. App. 265, 218
Pao. 597.) The attachment of the lien at the date of the accrual
of the tax is an essential feature of a sound tax system, for no
practical object could be served by having a lien attach before any
tax had accrued, or by having the lien attach at a date after the
tax had accrued.
Notwithstanding these basic propositions, the Bank and Corpora-
tion Franchise Tax Act provides for an accrual date which shall be
*the first day after the close of the taxable year" and defines
'taxable year" as the "ealendar year or the fiscal year .
upon the basis of which the net income is computed". (Section 11)
As a result, instead of providing for one accrual day, the act es-
tablishes January 1 as the accrual date for calendar year corporations
and the first day of any of the other eleven months as the date for
fiscal year corporations. By reason of the constitutional provision,
the act could not provide that the lien should attach at the varying
date of accrnal, and instead was forced to provide for a single fixed
lien date. The provision is found in Section 29 of the act:
"The taxes levied under this act shall constitute a lien upon
all property of the taxpayer, which lien shall attach on the
first Monday of each year. Every tax herein provided for has the
effect of a judgment against the taxpayer and every lien has the
effect of a judgment duly levied against all property of the
delinquent........."
The language of this section is ambiguous. If the tax is to b* a
lien on the first Monday in March the provision that every tax has
the effect of a Judgment is superfluous if it means no more than that
every tax is to have the effect of a lien. The provision that every
tax is to have the effect of a judgment might be read as providing
that every tax should have the effect of a lien upon accrual; how,*
ever, this interpretation is precluded by reason of the constitutional
stipulation that the lien attach on the first Monday in March.
Section 29 apparently, therefore, rovides that the lien shall
only attach on the first Monday in March. Since under the act taxes
aeern before and after the lien date, it is pertinent to ask, on
what March does the lien attach if the tax accrues after the first
.haday in March? Does the lien relate back to the preceding March
or must the attachment of the lien be delayed until the March
following? The provision must operate in one way or the other and
the act leaves this important question in doubt.
In so far as the language of the act is concerned, ntheview that
the lien relates back to the preceding March is as tenable as the view
that the lien attaches the March following. From the standpoint of
their effect one is as undesirable as the other. If the lien is
considered as attaching on the March following the accrual a bad
situation results, for it means that after a corporation becomes
liable for taxes a period intervenes before the lien will attach.
The corporation may sell its property within that period free -from
any lien for the taxes due against it. For example, suppose a
fiscal year corporation ended its taxable year on JTune 30, 1931; on
the next day its tax for the next fiscal year accrued; however, the
lien for that tax will not attach until the following March, i.e.
March 1952. Thus the corporation has a period within which it may
sell its property free of a lien for the accrued taxes. Such pro-
cedure is fundamentally contraiy to sound tax policy.
The other possibility is to have the lien relate back to the peiot
March; for example, if a corporationts taxable year ended Jne 30
1931, its tax accrued on July 1, 1931, and the lien for the tax
attached on March 4, 1931, four months before the tax acerued.
Thus, if the lien always related back to the preceding larch the
objeetion that the tax might be avoided euld not be raised. How-
w*r, the effect of such procedure upon the securing of a clear
maketable title from a corporation selling its property would be
eMremely important, for a purchases might find his property subject
to a 11en for taxes subsequently accruing against the corporation,
of which he could have no knowledge without examining the accounting
system of the corporation in question. A purchaser in April might
subsequently find that a lien had attached the month before for taxes,
accruing against the corporation, perhaps as late as Janaary following
his purchase.
From the foregoing it is evident that the lien provisions of the
aet create a situation of doubt, with a choice between undesirable
alternatives.
ReeaMend10ien
A fixe date is a workable provision only if the accrual date
is also fixed. The situation breated by the statute cansonly be
remedied satisfactorily by a change of the lien provision in Section
16 of Art. XIII state constitution, allowing the lien to attach upon
the date. the tax accrues.. Changing the article to protide for a un-
iform accrnal date coincident with the first Monday in March, is not
feasible if the corporation is allowed to make returns on the basis
of taxable years as defined in section 11. To require all returns
to be made on the same basis would be extremely inconvenient, both
to the corporation and the Franchise Tax Commission and would
greatly complicate the administration of the tax.
One year period of limitations contained in this section entirely
too short for it imposes an unreasonable burden upon the Controller
AbtAttorney General, who last year alone had to institute apprexi-.
Mately 5,000 suits. It has been recoe.nded that the taxpayer be
gien three years in which to file a claim for refund for taxes paid.
The state should be allowed a similar period in which to bring suit
to recover unpaid taxes. It is believed that the period for the
&#usmsaent of taxes, refund of taxes and collection of taxes should
be atform.
Change the words "one year' in the first sentence of Section
51 to *three years".
The provisions for the suspension and forteiture of corporate
powers for non-payment of the tax are entirely too drastic and un-
necessarily complicate the relations of third persons with cor-
porations.
Baaendation
Repeal Section 32, and Section 33.
The lien provisions and the right to bring suit and collect un-,
paid taxes should be sufficient to protect the interests of the state
but if further guarantes are desired the following is recommended for
consideration.
The directors are the ones who are responsible for the non-
payment of any tax levied by the act. Why not make them liable for
delinquent taxes? To do so would be a much more effective means of
insuring the collection of the tax and would not impair the rights
of third persons or cause the confusion that arises under the act
as it now reads.
Amdetrectign 32 to.read.al le;
wIf any installment, deficiency tax, penalty or iaterest
computed and levied under this act is not paid on or
before the due date thereof the directors of the bank or
corporation on such due date shall be liable jointly and
swerally for the said installment, deficiency tax,
pemalty or interest; provided, however, that nothing
herein shall be constzaed to relieve any bank or core
poration of any liability imposed under this act."
If the above recommendation urging the repeal of section 32
is not followed and that section is retained certain changes there-
in in the interest of consistency and fairness to a delinquent
erporation and third persons dealing withiit should be made.
The suspension provisions apparently do not apply to banks.
Shly domestic corporations and foreign corporations are feferred to
but they do not include banks for banks, are expressly excluded from t
the definition of."corporation" in section 5 of the act.
Under the statute as it now reads a suspended corporation is
without power to pay its debts or give a valid discharge of an
obligation running to it. Furthermore, it is questionable whether
a corporation should be deprived of the power of def'ending actions
and preventing unwarranted claims being brought to Judgment 'against
it. The present disability, however, of commencing actions brings
pressure to bear upon the corporation to pay its taxes, andi
section 32 is retained probably this disability should be allowed
to re n.. As to actions commeon4 but .notlerminated before, the
effective date of suspension it may be to the interest of a de-
feudant who foresees a favorable decision to have the matter ter-
minated and for this reason it is suggested that with regard to
such aetions such deXfendants should have the option of having the
actions continued or dismissed.
The last sentence of this section should be more explieit. As
it stands it would probably be interpreted by the courts as alleing
the contract tobe declared voidable at the instance of the other
party to the contract only but- any doubt should be settled by eave
ering the matter specifically.
Essed amAndment to Section A if the asueasioarisions
'If a tax computed and levied hereunder is not paid before
six o'clock p.m. on the last date of the eleventh month after
the due date of the first installment thereof, the corporate
powers, rights and privileges of the delinquent taxpayer, if
it be a omjAti& bank or a domestic corporation, or if it be
a.foreixR bankor natIonal fr r n pooratIon its orrate
ppway and r .ghs and pt vilegs so far as they pertAn tontra-
state business, shall be suspended and shall be incapable of
being exercisedd*or any purpose or in any manner except for
the purpose of (1) -erformin. airing or settling its obli-
Pati. g" but this exeri on shall not b;lude the Dower to ,a
divitands or make any distribution to stockholders in liid-
at4on; (2) defending actony but gaeh bank or co'rporaton phall
have no power t9 coMence actjon and actions which have b2en
commeneed by such bank or earpoyapton and not termnated before
the s1anepsion herein nravided for becomes effeettre may be
d mecidia hefmne ono to* fii a aldischag on w
obligation or claimns in its favor; (4) amending the articles of
incorporation to set forth a new name and the officersdirete
and stockholders or members of any such corporation may take such
actions in thetir respective capacities as may be required by law
in order to amend the articles of Ancorporation for akhPr *ase
Thh controller shall transmit the name of each or Or*
poration to the Secretary of State, who shall imeiately
record the same in such manner that it may be writ*L *&
to the publie. The suspension or forfeiture herein provi*4
for shall become effective immediately such reerd is made,
and the certificate of the Secretary shall be primfacie
evidnece of such suspension or forfeiture.
Any person who attempts or purports to extreise any of
the rights, privileges powers of any such gndi Laudsor
464estie corporation except as hereinabove permitted, or
who trasacts or attempts to transact any intrastate business
in the State in behalf of any such forea be , or nationalib
g freign corporation shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less
than two hundred fifty dollars and not exceediig one thousqnd
dollars or by imprisonment in the county 3a4lnot less than
fifty days'or more than five hundred days, or by both such fine
and imprisonment. The jurisdiction of such offense.shall be
held to be in any count in which any part of such attempted
exercise o. such powers, or any part of such transaction or
business occurred. Every contract made in violation of this
section is hereby declared to be voidable at; the instanceAm
the other part to bhe-contrac~t or his9 assigns.w
(Words in italics added to the section as it now reads).
According to this section as it now reads a suspended corporation
can apparently be reinstated by paying the amount for which the
suspension occurred although taxespinterest and penalties for other
years for which it was not suspended, e.g. years subsequent to the
year for which it is suspended, have not been paid.
No corporation should be reinstated that has not paid up all to
due under the act.
fsg 4 pAendueat:*
If Section 32 is repealed, of course, this section should also
be repealed, but if Section 32 is retained amend the first para-
praph of Section 33 to read as follows:
"Ay corporation which has suffered the suspension provided for
in the preceding section may be relieve~therefrom upon payment of
the tax and the interest and penalties for nonpayment 6E which
the suspension occurred togeher_ with l11 other tazes. deficiences
ateant and tenai tes due uxnder the act together with an amount
equal to twice the amount of the tax interstLand snalies due
the state for the year in which the suspension occurred if pay-
mont is made in any year other than such year, and upon the
issuance by the controller of a certificate of reviver. Appli-
cation for such certificate on behalf of any domestic corporation
which has suffered sueh suspension may be made by any stock-
holder or creditor or by a majority of the surviving trustees or
directors thereof; application for such certificate may be made
by any foreign corporation which has suffered such forfeiture or by
any stockholder or creditor thereof."
(Italics indicate changes)
Repeal this section if offsets are abolished.
Franchtsge TaxA$
Repeal the second paragraph of Section 3.
Repeal the second paragraph of Section 4.
A-ddthe following to the first arraah of Betion 5:
the term business corporation' does not include corporations or-
ganized to hold the stock of other corporations and that do not
trade in the stock or securities held and that engage in no other
activities than the receiving and distributing of dividends from
such stock.
Amia the thlrd Daraxrank of this sectiono.o .read as follows:
The term "doing business" as herein used means any transaction with
any person or persons or any transaction concerning any property
through any agency whatever acting for any bank or corporation.
Incorporate in Section 5 all the provisions of section 11.
Ad4 the following to paragraph (a):
But if such amounts are held by the insurer under an agreement to
pay interest thereon, the interest payments shall be included in
gross income.
Add the following to paragraph (b):
In the case of a transf'er for a valuable consideration, by assign-
ment or otherwise, of a Iif'e insurance, endowment, or annuity con-
tract or any interest therein, only the actual value of~ such con-
sideration and the amount of the premiums and other- sums subse-
quently paid by the transferee shall be excluded from gross income
under paragraph (a) of t4s section.
Add atLhend#9.f aUetto :
Stock dividends or subscriptions rights shall not be included is
gross income, but gain may be derived or loss sustained by the
shareholders from the sale of such stock or the sale of such
rights. The amount of gain derived or loss sustained from the
sale of such stock or rights or the sale of the stock or rights in
respect to which the stock or rights are issued or the sale of
the stock acquired with such rights shall be determined as pro-
vided in section 19.
Ap SW setion (c) to read as followp:
Taxes or licenses paid or accrued during the taxable year, other than
taxes paid to the State under this act or under subdivision (d) of
seetion 14 of article thirteen of the constitution of this State, and
other than taxes,on, according to or measured by income or profits
paid or accrued within the taxable year imposed by the authority of
(1) the government of the United States: (2) any foreign country, (3)
any State, territory, county, city and county, sbhool district,
municipality, or other taxing subdivisions of any State or Territory
or possession of the United States, and other than taxes assessed
against local benefits of a kind to increase the value of the property
assessed, but this shall not exclude the allowance as a deduction of so
much of said taxes assessed against local benefits as is properly
allocable to maip~peance or interest charges.
Exhaustion, wear and tear and obsolescence of property to be allowed
upon the basis provided in sections 113 and 114 of that certain act
of Congress of the United States known as the *Revenue Act of 1928W
which are, for the purposes of this subsection, hereby referred to
and incorporated with the same force and effect as though fully set
forth herein, or upon the basis provided in section 19 hereof.
Aman .&he third waragraph &gSbscton(st rad As follos
The basis upon which depletion is to be allowed in respect of any pwe-
perty, except as hereinafter provided for oil and gas wells and mine
discovered after January 1, 1932,shall be as provided in sections 113
and 114 Af said revenue act of 1928, or upon the basis provided in section
19 hereof'.
Amend the first sentence of the fourth paragraph to provide January
1 1952 instead of February 29, 1913.
adabsen.ion_8 (h) to read as follovat
Dividends received during the taxable year from income arising out of
business done in this State; but if the income out of which the div-
idends are declared is derived from business done within and without
this State by corporations taxable under Article XIII of the con-
stitution of this State, then so much of the dividends shall be allowed
as a deduction as the amount of the income from business done within
this State bears to the total business done.
The burden shall be upon the taxpayer to show that the amount of
dividends claimed as a deduction has been received from income arising
out of business done in this State.
Add as subsection (hh):
Dividends aweM1ed by foreign corporations whose principal place of
business is outside of California provided that it can be conclusively
shown that such dividends have no relation to income derived from
business transa&ted in California and are not in any sense or in apy
amouzt reasonably attributable to business done within this State.
Sect ion 104
Repeal the last sentene of the first paragraph of section 10.
Repeal this section and incorporate its provisions in section 5.
S~ect on 12:
Add (a) at the beginning of the first paragraph and then add:
(b) If a taxpayer changes his accounting period from fiseal yea* te
calendar year, from calendar year to fiscal year, or from one fiscal
year to another, the net income, shall, with the approval of the
commissioner be computed on the basis of such new #counting period
subject to the following provisions.
(a) If a taxpayer, with the approval of the commissioner, chaiges the
basis of computing net income from fiseal year to calendar year a
apparate return shall be made for the period between the close of the
last fiscal year for which return was made and the following December
31. If the change is from calendar year to fiscal year, a separate
return shall be made for the period between the close of the last
ealendar year for which return was made and the date designated as the
close of the fiscal year. If the change is from one fiscal year to
another fiscal year a separate retu.rn shall be made for the period
between the close of the former fiscal year and the date designated
as the close of the new fiscal year.
(d) Where a sepatath return is made under paragraph (c) on account of
a change in the accouhting period then the income shall be computed
on the basis of the period for which separate return is made.
(e) If a separate return is made under paragraph (c) on account of
a change in the accounting period, the net income, computed on the
basis of the period for which separate relwna is made, shall be placed
on an annual basis by multiplying the amount thereof by twelve and
dividing by the number of months included-in the period for which
separate return is made. The tax shall be such part of the tax com-
puted on such annual basis as the number of months in such period is
of twelve months.
Sectinl3:
Ap Sect on 13to reada flloy:
Every bank and corporation shall within two months and fifteen days
after the close of its taxable year, transmit to the commissioner a
return in a form prescribed by him, specifying, for the taxable year.
all such facts as he may b r1ul, or otherwise, require in order
to carry out the provisions of this act.
A bank or corporation which commences to do business within
the limits of this state after the effective date of this act shall
prepay the minimum tax hereunder which prepayment must be made be-
fore the bank or corporation files its articles of incorporation
or duly certified copy therof as the case may be with the Secre-
pary of State. Upon the filing of its tax return two onths and
fifteen days after the close of its first taxable year its tax for
that year shall be adjusted upon the basis of the net income re-
aeived during that taxable year, a credit being allowed for the
Prepayment of the minimum tax. Said return shall also, in accord-
ante with sections 23 to 26 inclusive be the basis for the tax of
said bank or corporation for its second taxable year if its first
taxable year is a period of twelve months. In every case in which
the first taxable year of a bank or corporation constitutes a per-
iod of less than twelve months said bank or corporation shall pay
as a prepayment of the tax for its second taxable year an amount
equal to the tax for its first taxable year, the same to be due
and payable at the same times and in the same manner as if that
amount were the entire amount of its tax for that year; and upon
V the filing of this tax return two months and fifteen days after
the close of its second taxable year it shall pay a tax for said
year based on its net income received during that year, allowing
a credit for the prepayment but adding interest at the rate of
six per centumn of any excess over the prepayment; but in no event
shall the tax for the second taxable year be less than the amount
of the prepayment for that year, and said return for its second
taxable year shall also, in accordance with sections 23 to 26 in-
clusive be the basis for the tax of said bank or corporation for
its third taxable year. This paragraph shall not apply to t bank
or corporation which commences to do business in this state pur-
suant to a reorganization or a consolidation.
d'Where a bank or corporation commences to do business in
this state pursuant to a reorganization of a bank or corporation,
it shall pay no tax for its first taxable year, but its tax for its
second taxable year shall be adjusted upon the basis of its not income
for its first taxable year, and also upon the basis of the net incoe
of the reorganized bank or corporation for the months of the tax-
able year prior to the reorganization. Every such bank or corporation
in its return filed for its first taxable year shall specify all such
facts with respect to the reorganized bank or corporation for the
months of the year prior to the reorganization as the commissioner
may require in order to carry out the provisions of this paragraph.
The term 'reorganization" as herein used shall include (1) a trans-
fer by a corporation of all or a part of its assets to another
eorporation if immediately after the transfer the transferor or its
stockholders or both are in control of the corporation to which the
assets are transferred; or (2) a recapitalization; or (3) a mere
change in identity, form or place of organization, however effected.
Where a bank or corporation commences to do business in this
state pursuant to a consolidation of two or more banks or corporation
it shall pay no tax for its first taxable year, but its tax for its
second taxable year shall be adjusted upon the basis of th net int-
come of the consolidated banks or corporations for the months of
their taxable years prior to the consolidation. Every buch bank or
corporation, in its return for its first taxable year, shall specify
all such facts with respect to the consolidated banks or corporations
for the months of their taxable years prior to the consolidation
as the commissioner may require in order to carry out the provisions
of this paragraph.
Where a bank or corporation, or two or more banks or cQr-
porations, merge with another bank or corporations, the tax of
the surviving bank or corporation for its taxable year sueeeeting
its taxable year in which the merger occurs shall be adjusted
upon the basis of its net income for its preceding taxable year
and also upon the basis of.the net income of the merged banks
or corporations for the months of their taxable yeais prior to
the merger. Every such surviving bank or corporation in its
return for its taxable year in which the merger occurs, shall
fspecify all such facts with respect to the merged banks or
corporations for the months of their taxable years prior to the
merger as the commissioner may require in order to carry out
the provisions of this paragraph.
Taxes levied under this act shall not be subject to
abatement or refund because of the cessation of the business or corporate
existence of any bank or corporation during the year for which said
taxes have been assepsed.
The tax liability imposed under this act shall attach whether
a bank or corporation has a taxable year of twelve months or of less
duration.
Repeal the pecond. paragraphi of Section 14:
Seetion1:
AmendSecton 19 to rad ap foll o
(a) For the purpose of ascertaining the gain derived or loss sustained
from the sale or other disposition of property, real, personal, or
cost thereof, or the inventoried value if the inventory is made in
accordance with this act.
(b) In the case of property acquired prior to January 1, R19pa& s-"*
posed of thereafter the basis shall be the cost thereof, providd,,
however that (1) if its fair market price or value as of January 1,
1932, is in excess of such basis the gain to be included in gross in-
eome shall be the excess of the amount realized therefor over such
fair market price or value; (2) if its fair market price or value as
of January 1, 1932 is lower than such basis, the deductible loss
is the excess of the fair market price or value as of January 1, 1932,
over the amount realized therefor; and (5) if the amount realized
therefor is more than such basis but not more than its fair market
price or value as of January 1, 1952, or less than such basis but not
less than such fair market price or value, no gain shall be included
in and no loss deducted from the gross income.
(e) At the option of the bank or corporation, in lieu of determining
the basis as set forth in the preceding paragraph,-in the case of pro-
perty acquired after March 1, 1913 the basis shall be the cost there-
of and in the case of property acquired before March 1, 1913 the basis
-shall be &a-A
r'bthe cost of such property or the fair
market price or value of such property as of March 1, 1915, whichever
is greater.
(d) If the property was acquired by gift from any donor not taxable
under this act the basis shall be the basis that such property would
have had if such donor or last preceding owner by whom it was not ac-
quired by gift had been taxable under this act. If the property was
acquired by gift from a bank or corporation taxable under this act
the basis shall be the same as it would be in the hands of the donor.
If the facts necessary to determine such basis are unknown to the
donee, the commissioner shall, if possible, obtain such facts from
such donor or last preceding owner, or any other person cognizant
thereof. If the commissioner finds it impossible to obtain such facts
the basis shall be the fair market value of such property as found
by the commissioner as ofthe date or approximate date at which,
according to the best information that the comissioner is able to
obtain, such property was acquired by such donor or last preteding
owner.
(o) C aatkim 9f aIn' loss-- Except as'other wise provided in
this section the gain from the sale or bther disposition of property
shall be the excess of the amount realized therefrom over the basis
herein provided and the loss shall be the excess of such basis over
the amount realized.
(f) AUatment of basis-- In computing the amount of gain or loss
under subsection (e)--
(1) Proper adjustment shall be made for any expenditure, re-
ceipt, loss, or other item properly chargeable to capital ac-
count, and
(2) The basis, if fair market price or value as of January
1, 1952, shall be diminished by the amount of the deductions
for exhaustion, wear and tear and obsolescence and depletion
which have since January 1, 1932, been allowable in respect
to such property under the act. In addition of the property
was acquired before January 1, 1932 the basis, if other than
the fair market price or value as of January 1', 1932, shall
be diminished in the amount of exhaustion, wear and tear
and obsolescence and depletion actually sustained before such
date.
(g) Amount ealised.--The amount realized from the sal~e or other
disposition of property shall be the sum of any money received plus
the fair market price or value of the property (other than money)
rechiv ed.
(h) Reggnwtion of gain or loss--In the case of a sale or exchange,
the extent to which the gain or loss determined under this section
shall be recognized shall be determined under the provisions of
section 20.
(i) Instament sales--Nothing in this section shall be constreet
to prevent (in the case of property sold under contract providing
for payments in installments) the inclusion in gross ineuesof that
portion of any installment representing gain or .profit in the year
in which such payment is recived.
(3) Stribuions_in liauidation--Amounts distributed in complete
liquidation of a corporation shall be treated as in full payment
in exchange for the stock, and amounts distributed in partial
liquidation of a corporation shall be-treated as in part or full
payment in exchange for the stock. The gain or loss to the distri;&L u
butee resulting from such exchange shall be determined under this
section but shall be recognized only to the extent provided in
section 20.
(k) If any distribution (not in partial or complete liquidation) made
by a corporation to its shareholders is not out of earnings or
profits, then the amount of such distribution shallbe applied
against and reduce the basis of the stock and if in excess of
such basis, such excess shall be included in gross .incoiWpin the
same manner as a gain from the sale or exchange of property. The
provisions of this subsection shall also apply to distributions
from depletion reserves based on the discovery value of mines.
Sectlon 21:
Amend Section 21 to read as follows:
When property is exchange ffor other property and no gain or loss,
or some gain but not the entire amount of gain, is recognized under the
preceding section, the basis of the property received, except as herein-
after provided, shall be determined in accordance with the provisions
of Section 113 off the Federal Revenue Act of 1928 which are hereby re-
ferred to and incorporated for the purpose of this section with the
same force and effect as though fully set forth herein.
When property is transferred to a bank or corporation of the
classes taxable Ander this Act in exchange for stock of' such bank or
corporation, the basis of the property transferred shall be the fair
market value thereof at the time of the taansfer except that if the
basis in the hands of the transferor of the property transferred is
less than the fair market value at the time of the transfer of the
stock of such bank or corporation given in exchange therefor, then
the basis of the property transferred shall be, for all purposes
other than determining gain resulting to such bank or corporation
from the subsequent disposition of the property transferred, the
sameas the basis in the hands of the transferor increased by the
amsaot of money and the fair market value of property other than
stoa of such bank or corporation given in exchange therefor.
The phrase "basis in the hands of the transferor" as.herein used
is hereby defined to mean the basis provided for in Section 19 here-
of if the transferor is a bank or corporation of the classes taxable
under the Act; if the transferor is other than a bank or corporation
of the classes taxable under the Act, it shall mean the cost to the'
transferor of the property transferred.
The term "control" as herein used is hereby defined to mean the
same as the term is defined to mean in Section 112 of the Federal
Revenue Act of 1928.
Proposed new section to be nubereg Sgctjo p (2
The tax for a period beginning in one calendar year (herein-
after in this section called "first calendar year") and ending in
th~e following calendar year (hereinafter in this section called
"second calendar year") where the law applicable to the second
calendar year is different from the law applicable to the first
calendar year, shall be the sum of: (1) the same proportion of a
tax for the entire period, determined under the law applicable to
the first calendar year and at the rates for such year, which the
portion of such period falling within the first year is of the en-
tire eriod; and (2) the same proportion of a tax for the entire
period, determined under the law applicable to the seeand calendar
year and at the rates for such year, which the portion of such
period falling within the second calendar year is of the entire
period.
Any tax that has been paid under the law applicable to the first
calendar year if in excess of the tax imposed by this section shall
be refunded to the bank or corporation as provided in section 27.
Any tax in addition to that paid under the law applicable to the first
ealendar year made necessary by this section shall be immediately
due and payable upon notice and demand from the commissioner.
eaio 25:
Insert after the third va raph of Section 23:
At the request of the taxpayer, the commissioner may extend the
time for payment of the amount determined as the tax or any in-
stallment thereof, or any deficiency for a period not to exceed
ninety days from the date prescribed for the payment of the tax or
any installment thereof or any deficiency. In such case the amount.
in respect of which the extension is gzpted shall be paid on or
before the date of the expiration of the period of the extension.
As a condition to the granting of such extension the commissioner
may require the taxpayer to furnish a bend in an amount not exceed-
ing double the amount of the tax installment thereof, or deficiency.
If any installment is not paid in full on or before the date fixed
for its payment either by this act or by the commissioner in ac-
cordance with the terms of an extension the whole amount of the tax
unpaid shall be paid upion notice and demand from the commissioner.
The commissioner, with the advice and consent of theState Board
of Equalization and State Controller may compromise the penalties
and interest provided for in sections 23 and 24 of this act.
Amnd the fourth aarah of Se on toread aL follows:
All taxes, interest and penalties imposed under this act and sums
offered in compromise must be paid to theto tpq Sacramento
V
j
in the form of remittances payable to the Treasurer of the State
of California, and he shall transmit said payments daily to the
State Treasurer.
AA&Aenthe last earaRrash of Section SE to read as fedlows:
All moneys received by the State Treasurer as bank and corporation
franchise tax collections shall be deposited by him in a special fund
in the State Treasury, to be designated the bank and corporation
fauechise tax fund, and moneys in said fund shall, upon the order of
the State Controller, be transferred into the general fund of the State,
or to be drawn therefrom for the purpose of refunding to taxpayers
hereunder. Sums offered in compromise hereunder shall be deposited
with the State Trasurer in a special deposit account in the name of
the eamossioner. Upon acceptance of such offer in compromise the
anot so accepted shall upon the order of the commissioner be trans-
ferred by the State Treasurer from such special deposit account to
the bank and corporation anchise tax fund. Upon the rejection of
any such offer in compromise the commissioner shall certify to the
State Board of Control the amount thereof which shall be refunded
to the maker of such offer.
Sent ion.&
Amendte- fifth sentence of the thyrd. paragraph. of, Sgcttpa ,.g__to re
ap f.QlloQw:
Said Board shall hear and determine the same and thereafter,
shall forthwith notify the taxpayer and the commissioner of
. its determination, which shall be final upon the date of such
notice of the determination by said Board unless within six-
ty days from the date of determination by said board the
sha]l bring an action in his name as commiesioner
commissioned/against the taxpayer in a court of competent
jurisdiction to determine the liability of the taxpayer.
inCthelageth rds "withinone yar to ithin:hreey
Change the words "within one year" to, "within three years",
Aead Sectjo p# to ead a fflw:
If any real or personal property taxes are at any time refunded
to any bank or corporation taxable under this act and said bank
or corporation has been allowed an offset for such taxes again
st any tax imposed under this act, said bank or corporation
shall report that fact to the commissioner ahd shall pay a tax
in an amount equivalent to any offset which has been allowed
against any tax at any time imposed under this act on account
of such refunded real or personal property taxes.
Amend the first and second paragraphs of Section 2? to read as
follows:
If in the opinion of the commissioner, or said board, as the
ease may be, a tax has been computed in a manner contrary to law or
has been erroneously computed by reason of a clerical mistake on
the part of the commissioner or said board, such fact shall be set
forth in the records of the commissioner, and the amount of the
illegal levy shall be C'aredited on any taxes then due from the tax-
payer under the Act, and the balance shall be refunded to the tax-
payer or its successor through reorganization, merger, or colsolidation
or to stockholders upon dissolution.
If any tax or penalty has been paid more than onee, or has been
erroneously or illegally collected, or has been erroneously or ill-
egally computed, the commissioner shall certify to the state board
of control the amount collected in excess off what was legally due,
from whom it was dollected, or by whom paid, and if approved by that
b'Qdd, the same shall be ceedited on any taxes then due from the
taxpayer under the Act and the balance shall be refunded to the tax-
payer. But no such credit or refund shall be made unless a claim
therefor is filed by the taxpayer with the commissioner within three
years from the date of overpaymnet. Every claim for credit or refund
must be in writing under oath and must state the specific -grounds.
upon which the claim is founded.
UStion 51U..
Change the words "within one year" in the first sentence of Seetion
51, to 3within three years."
Section 52 to zgag as follws:
If any installment, deficiency tax, penalty or interest computed
and levied under this act is not paide on or before the due date
thereof the directors of the bank or corporation on such due date
shall be liable jointly and severally for the said installmnet,
deficiency tax, penalty or interest; provided, however, that
nothing herein shall be construed to relieve any bank or cor-




Summary of AlternatIve Amend es 1$' e of' te
Above Amendments are Ng$ Adoa4.
Q-tipn 5:
If the recommendation that holding corporations be exempt is not
followed and it is found desirable to tax such corporations add the
following to the first paragraph of section 5.
The term.business corporation includes holding campanies.
If the arguments that business trustleannot be taxed under
the Bank and Corporation Franchise Tax Act are not convincing, add
the following to the first paragraph of Section 5 after the words
United States, and shall include so-called Massachusetts or business
truasts.
If the recommendations with regard to the abolition of offsets and
the treatment of banks and corporations lIhat dissolve or withdraw
during any yqar are not followed the third paragraph of Section 13
should be amended to read as follows:
Any bank or corporation which is dissolved and any foreign cor-
poration which withdraws from the State during any year shall pay a tax
hereunder for the months of its fiscal year which precede such dis-
solution$ or withdrawal, according to or measured by such proportionate
part of the net income of the preceding taxable year as the number
of months of the year prior to such dissolution or withdrawal bears to
the number of months of the preceding taxable year. Provided, however,
that the taxes levtied under this Act shall not be subject to abatement or
refund because of the cessation of business or corporate existence
of any bank or corporation pursuant to a reorganization consolidation, or
merger. In the case of any bank or corporation which is dissolved, or
which withdraws from the state during any year, the offset from the tax
for the months prior to such dissolution or withdrawal shall not exceed
that proportion of the offset computed under Section 26 which the
number of said months prior to such dissolution or withdrawal bears to
the number of months of the preceding taxable year but shall not except
the amount of real and personal property taxes paid during said pre-
ceding taxable year. In any event, each such corporation shall pay
a minimum tax not subject to offset of $25 for such period.
Beation_13 Courth paraah:
If the recommendation for the repeal of this section is not
tfllowed, the words
"not subject to offset" should be inserted in this paragraph
immediately after the words, "annual tax".
The following changes should be made in Section 14 if privilege
of filing consolidated returns is retained.
Rea the follqwing sentene to ard the lose of the second
Nor if at least ninety-five per centum of the stock of each
of the banks in the banking group, or of each of the cor-
porations Ian the corporate group is owned by the same
interest or by the same stockholders."
Add the following to Seetilon 14:
If a consoldated return is made subject to the provisions of this
section the tax imposed under this act shall be computed as a
unit upo the consolidated net income of the group. Except as
hereinafi er provided the parent corporation and each subsidiary,
a member of the group during any part of a consolidated period
shall be severally liable for the tax (including any deficiency
in respect thereof) computed upon the consolidated net incomeof the
group. If a subsidiary by reason of a bona fide sale of stock
for fair value has ceased to be a member of the affiliated
group its liability shall remain unchanged, except that if such
cessatioA occurred prior to the date upon which any such de-
ficiency is assessed such deficiency in the case of such former.
subsidiary shall be reduced to an amount equal to such part as
'xi
may be allocable to it upon the basis of the consolidated net inee
properly assignable to it. In no case, however, shall any demand Tow
the payment of any deficiency be made, or any proceeding in court
for the collection thereof be begun against such former subsidiary
prior to the determination by the commissioner that the amount of
th deficiency can not be collected from the parent corporation and
the corporations (if any) remaining members of the affiliated group.
She Commissioner shall prescribe such regulations as he may deem
meossary in order that the tax liability of an affiliated group
o corporations making a consolidated return and of each corporation
i the ggroup during, before and after the period of affiliation may
be determined, computed, assessed, collected and adjusted in such
er as clearly to reflect the income and to prevent avoidance of
tax liability.
If it is desired to retain the January 1, 1928 basic date sub-
stitute that date for January 1, 1932 in the amendment recom-
mended in the first part of this summary, and take out para-
graph (c) of that amendment.
Section 2g:
If the recommendation for the repeal of section 26 is not follow4d
the following should be added to that section:
* If any real or personal property taxes are at any time re-
funded to any bank or corporation taxable under this act
saidy, bank or corporation shall report that fact to the
commissioner and shall pay a tax not subject to offset
in an amount equivalent to any offset which has been allowed
against any tax imposed under this act on account of such
refunded real or personal property taxes.
